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A new version of LR(k) parsing is introduced here. The basic idea is to define the 
LR(k) parser in a table-driven fashion. These tables are derived from sets of items. By 
modifying the algorithm for generating sets of items by adding additional items, the choice 
of which depends on characteristics of the underlying rammar, it is shown that one still 
gets an "LR-like" parser, tterc, the parameterized algorithm is given and the way in 
which the table-driven parser works is analyzed. Notions of consistency need to be 
examined and it must be shown that one does indeed get a working parser. In a sequel to 
this paper, the technique introduced here is used to construct very small parsers which 
could not have been obtained by any other currently known technique. The improvements 
in size are very striking and can even be exponential. 
1. hN-TRODUCTION 
Our concern is with linear-time bottom-up parsers of which the LR parser of [16] 
may be considered a prototype. Such a table-driven parser has the following structure. 
There will be an input tape, an output tape, pushdown stack, and some mechanism 
for "looking ahead" k characters on the input string. The pushdown symbols are alter- 
nately symbols of the grammar being parsed and certain tables. The action of the parser 
will be determined by the table at the top of the pushdown stack and the lookahead 
s3wnbols. The table on top of the pushdown stack represents all the productions upon 
which the device may be working at a given stage of the parse. These tables determine 
whether to shift or reduce with the given lookahead, and if we are to reduce, what to 
"pop"  from the top of the pushdown, and a choice of nonterminals to which we reduce. 
After popping the given number of symbols from the pushdown, the table appearing 
on top of the pushdown will uniquely tell us what reduction to make. The suitable 
nonterminal will then be placed on top of the pushdown, followed by the new appropriate 
table, and the number of the production being reduced will be printed on the output 
tape (see Fig. 1.!). 
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The parser will accept a string by halting in a special accept  state with the bottom-of- 
stack table on the pushdown, and with empty input tape. The parser will reject strings 
by halting in a special e r ro r  state. Such a parser operates properly on a given grammar 
if for every string over the alphabet over which the grammar is defined the parser halts. 
It must halt in the er ror  state given a string not generated by the grammar. For a string 
generated by the grammar, the parser must halt in the accept  state with the reversed 
canonical rightmost derivation of the string on the output tape. 
The basic idea of the present paper is to work with this type of parser but to change 
the type of tables used. The tables are normally determined from sets of items. A new 
algorithm, really a family of algorithms, will be given which adds new items to the ones 
usually used. These extra items are chosen on the basis of characteristics of the under- 
lying grammar, hence the name characteristic parsing. This simple idea has a myriad 
of implications. It will be shown that this technique does in fact produce parsers. That 
is, any string in the language will be accepted. Any string not in the language will be 
rejected I although the error detection may be delayed. Such a delay in error detection 
over the so-called correct prefix parsers is not necessarily a disadvantage but can be 
utilized to give higher quality error recovery [10]. Previous work in this area seemed to 
consider the correct prefix aspect of LR-parscrs to be an inviolate feature. Thus techniques 
which might have led to this family of parsers were not previously investigated. 
This paper is divided into two parts. In the first half, we shall describe this general 
kind of parser. The parameterized algorithm will be given and some parsers constructed. 
A number of important issues must be investigated and then the parser can be proven 
to work. The techniques given here also show how to simplify even canonical LR(k) 
parsing. In the second part [8], applications of the theory developed here will be made. 
Very efficient parsers will be produced using these ideas. 
The present paper is divided into six sections of which this Introduction is the first. 
Section 2 starts the development of characteristic parsing by defining a table-driven 
parser and giving a grammar-driven table-producing algorithm. Also table consistency 
is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, a number of facts concerning these tables and 
There is a mild hypothesis which must be satisfied for this to be true. There are pathological 
cases in which this type of parser might fail to terminate on nonsentences. 
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consistency are proven. It can be seen there how ordinary or canonical LR(k) parsing 
fits into this general scheme of things. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to showing that 
characteristic parsing works. This is done in two stages. In Section 4, it is shown that 
canonical LR(k) parsers work in a certain way. With this established, Section 5 carries 
out the proof for characteristic parsers although a technical assumption must be made 
to insure that these parsers terminate on nonsentences. In Section 6, the intimate relation- 
ship between the acceptance condition of the parser and the exact form of the LR(k) 
definition is discussed. This completes the motivation, begun in [7], for using this class 
of LR(k) grammars. 
Although, the present paper shows that one can construct characteristic parsers, the 
real motivation for doing so is shown in the sequel [8] where these ideas are exploited 
to construct very small parsers for important classes of grammars. 
To avoid repetition of terminology, we use familiar notation, cf. [2, 11]. Our context- 
free grammars may have null rules (A denotes the null string). A rightmost rewriting 




where the p is sometimes uppressed. 
We also need the concept of a "handle." 
DEFINITION. Let G == (V, X, P, S) be a context-free grammar and let 7 c V*. 
A handle of 7 is an ordered pair (p, i) wherep ~ P, and i ) 0 such that there exist A ~ N, 
a,/3 ~_- V*, and w c 2..'* such that 
(i) S Y->~ o:Aw " > R ~/3w : y, 
(ii) p is :t  --+ fl, 
and 
(iii) i :=  lg(~/3). 
Some special terminology is needed for strings. Let a, fl ~ V* be two words. Then 
is a prefix (suffix) of fl if and only if fl = ay (3 = 7,~) for some 7' 6 V~; when 7, v4 A, 
is a proper prefix (proper suffix) of ft. For any n ) 0 
"~'~ (~'"') is the prefix (suffix) of oz of length min{lg(~), n}. 
Define Z.I as Z w {A} and then ZA ~ {x '~ x c s and lg(x) ~< k}. 
The following operations relate to derivations from strings. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) 
be a reduced context-free grammar. For o~ ~ V*, 
F IRSTk (~) = {x ~ Z J,: I ~x L. y for some y ~ Z* and x = cX'~y}, 
EFF  k (a) -= {w I w ~ F IRS' I '  k (~) and there is a derivation 
~z *~ fl -~ wx where fi ~ Awx for all A c N}, 
R R 
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and 
FOIA~OWk (/3) --  {x ~ 22Ak [ S *~ ~7 and x e F IRSTe (7))- 
The notion of an LR(k) gramma r is central to this paper. There are a variety of such 
definitions in the literature and they are almost all different from each other. This matter 
is discussed in [7] and that discussion carries over into tile last section of this paper. 
We now give the definition that will be used here. Compare [7] for more motivation and 
a pairwise comparison with the alternative definitions. 
DEFINITION. Let k ~ 0 and G (V, 27, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar 
S is impossible in G. G is LR(k) if: such that S -~R 
For each w, w', x ~ 27*; 7, a, a', fl,/3' ~ V*; A, A' c N, if 
(i) S -*>R ozAw '>R a/3w = yw. 
That is, ~,w has handle (A ~/3,  1g(o43)) and 
(ii) S Y~R ~'A'x :->R ~'~8'x = yw'. 
That is, yw' has handle (A' --+/3', lg(a'fl')) and 
(iii) ~'~w= ~k)w'. 
That is, w and w' have the same "k-lookahead" then 
(iv) (d --*/3, lg(a/3)) (d'--*/3', lg(a'fl')). 
It will be technically convenient to make the global assumption that L(G) :/= ~ for 
all grammars considered here. 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF CIIARACTERISTIC PARSING 
We begin with the presentation of a formal model for a characteristic parser. It is 
assumed that the parser is operating with an appropriate set of tables. Algorithms for 
table construction follow. The concepts of "characteristic consistency" and "consistency" 
are defined and we show that if a set of tables obeys the "characteristic consistency" 
condition, they may be used in our construction to give a deterministic haracteristic 
parser. 
Intuitively, the parser is like that in Fig.. 1.1. Thus it is a deterministic pushdown 
transducer [2] whose moves depend on the tables which are supplied. The main differences 
between this parser and the one described in [2] are (1) the tables may be different and 
(2) the reduce moves have been modified to allow for the parsing with 0-1ookahead of 
our extended class of LR(O) grammars. 
The simplest way to formalize the parser is to begin with an instantaneous description 
or an ID. An ID of the parser is written as (z, ~, p) where 
(i) z ~ Z* is the contents of the (as yet unread) input; 
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(ii) y c To(Vo~ * is the contents of the pushdown store where T O ~oj-, the set 
of all tables. The "top" is assumed to be at the right. T O is a special "initial table"; 
(iii) p ~ P* is the contents of the output tape, the partial parse. 
The initial ID is defined to be (z, To, A). In addition, there are two special ID's,  
e r ror  and accept .  
We are now ready to give a more formal description of the functions which control 
the parser. 
I)EFINITION 2.1. I.et G ,  (V, 27, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and 
k /> 0. Let .Y- be a set of tables." Each T c ,Y-- is a pair of functions, ( f r ,  gr) where 
(1) f r ,  theparsing action function is a map from27A~into {error,  shi f t}w 2Crea~e,p:p~PI 
subject o the following constraints. 
(a) When the image o f f r  is a set of productions, they must all have the same 
right-hand side. 
(b) The table "uncovered" uniquely determines which reduction is to be made. 
This will be formalized in the definition of the move function which follows. 
(2) gr  maps V into the set of tables or e r ror .  
The characteristic LR(k) parser is defined to be the device described above whose 
"move function" associated with oj-, ~__ is defined as follows: ~ Suppose the parser is 
in ID (z, yT, p) where T ~: Y ,  z ~_ Z'*, and p ~ P*. 
(1) Iffr(k(z)) := shi f t  then 
(a) if z : - A then (z, 7T, p) w- e r ror ;  
(b) if z :/- A then we write z = az', a c- Z, z" c Z*. 
(bl) I f  gr(a) = er ror  then (az', yT, p) ~-- er ror .  
(b,,) I fg r (a  ) 4- e r ror  then (az', xT, p) ~-- (z', yTagr(a), p). 
That is, in step b2, we shift the next character of the input onto the stack and also 
stack the table determined by the topmost symbol and the input. 
(2) IffT(~k)z) -- {reduce pi [ I ~< i ~< n, where n /> 1, O~ = Ai -7/3}. In this case, 
we wish to "pop" 2 Ig(/3) symbols. When we do so, let T'  be the table we "uncover." 
More precisely, define yT-  y'T'y" where lg(y") - -  2 Ig(/3). 
The construction of tables that may be used by such a parser will be given later in this section. 
3 Since this device is a pushdown-like automaton with ID (z, y, p~), its move will depend on the 
"state," the FIRSTk letters of z, i.e., t~z, and the topmost symbol of the pushdown store. 
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(a) I f  T'  = T o , S is the unique element in {Ai I reduce pt afr(~k)z), 1 ~< i ~ n}, 
z - A, and p~, is S -+ fl, then (z, yT, p) k-- (A, To, pp~) k--- accept .  
(b) I fgr ' (Ai )  : e r ro r  for all i such that 1 ~ i ~ n, then (z, yT', p) v--- error .  
(c) I f  neither case (a) nor case (b) holds then (z, 7' T'7", P) ~ (z, 7'T'Agr'(A), PPJ). 
In case 2(c), we remove the coded form of fl, replace it by its immediate ancestor A, 
where A is in the unique element in {Ai] 1 ~ i ~ n} such that gr(A) :/= er ror  and 
p~ == A ~ ft. Uniqueness will be insured by our algorithm for building tables. Compute 
and stack the next table needed, and add p to the output. 
(3) Iffr((~)z) = er ror  then (z, 7T, p) v--- error .  
Finally, let ~---+ (v--*) be the (reflexive) transitive closure of ~--. 
EXAMPLE 2,1. 
productions 
Let G : :: ({S, E, F, H, J, a, b, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}, P, S) with numbered 
0 S--+aEa 4 E->c 
1 S -+aFb 5 F--~c 
2 S-+bJa 6 J---~c 
3 S---~bH 7 H-+cd. 
We will later show that the following table is a legitimate characteristic parsing table 
for G. 
f g 











shift shift shift 7"1 T2 T~ 
shift shift shift T3 
shift shift shift T1 T~. Ta 
reduce  4, 6 reduce  5 shift Ts 
sh i f t  T 9 
shift 7"1o 
shift Tn 
Blank entries denote errors. 
reduce  3 
reduce  7 
reduce  0 
reduce  1 
reduce  2 
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We now trace the course of a parse with a sample string generated by our grammar. 
Pushdown store Input stream Output tape 
0 To aca A 
1 Toa :/'~ ca A 
2 ToaTlc'l • a A 
3 Toa T1ET~ a 4 
4 Toa 7"lET~a'1"9 A 4 
5 T O A 4,0 
HALT 
Note that at step 2, the parser must decide on reducing the c to an E or to a J. After 
popping cT  a from the stack, 7'~ is on top of the stack. From T 1 , only E is legitimate. 
We now must generate the tables which will govern the actions of our parsers. This 
is based on the familiar idea of an LR(k)  item which represents the productions under 
consideration at any given phase of a parse. 
This definition, like many other definitions in this section and the following one, is 
similar to or is a generalization of definitions used in [2]. In each such case, we will 
discuss briefly how our definition differs from that of [2]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G :  (V, Z', P, S) be a reduced context free grammar, and 
let k >/0.  An LR(k)  item for G is a pair (A -~ fll " fi',, u) where A c N, flit, f12 E V*, 
u ~: FOLLOWk(A) ,  and A --~ f l f2  ~ P. 
In [2], only u627A~ is required. In both [2] and here, it is always the case that 
u ~ FOLLOWk(A ). This is reasonable since when looking ahead after reducing some 
input to an A, we would expect a string that could follow an A. 
We next present he crucial algorithm, from which the tables for a parser will be built. 
The algorithm will build sets of items that will represent some given state of the parse. 
When building a set of items, we initially proceed exactly as if we were building a familiar 
LR(k)  parser as in [2] or [15]. After adding all the items that must be added as in this 
algorithm, we will add extra items, based on the fact that we know some additional 
property of the given grammar aside from the fact that it is LR(k) .  For example, we 
might know that the given LR(O) grammar was also strict deterministic [11]. In the 
algorithm, it is stated that additional items are to be added optionally. We shall later 
parameterize the algorithm by assigning specific strategies for adding additional items 
for given classes of grammars. From the sets of items that we build, there will be a simple 
direct technique for forming the tables of our parser. 
We now present our algorithm for building sets of items. In the algorithm, a particular C
corresponds to rules for adding extra items in l(d) and 2(d). 
ALGORITIIM 2.1. 
Input. G == (F, X, P, S), a reduced context-free grammar, k ~ 0, and Y ~ F*- 
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Output. We define the output to be V~C(7), the set of C-valid LR(k) items 
for r.~ 
Method. 
(1) To construct VkC(A) 
(a) if, for some ~ ~ V*, S -~ a is in P, add (S -+ -~, A) to V~C(A); 
(b) if, for some A, B c N; ~, fl E V*; u c Y,'*, we have (A -7  "B~, u) in V~C(A), 
and B -+ fl is in P, then for all x such that x E FIRST~(~u), add (B --~ ./3, x) to V~C(A). 
(c) Repeat (b) until nothing new can be added to VkC(A). 
(d) Optionally if for some A ~ N, fl E V*, u ~ FOLLOWk(A), we have A --~/3 
in P, add (A  ~ .fl, u) to V~C(A). 
(2) To construct V~c(Xx ... X~) for some i ~ 1, X~ ~ V for 1 ~ j ~ i. 
(a) if for somea, f i~V* ,AcN,  ucZ*  
then add 
(A --+ o~ . Xifi, u) is in V~c(X~ ... X~ q) 
(A -v  a.X~- fl, u) to V~c(xI .'' Xi). 
(b) I f  for some A, B c N, ~,/8, 8 ~ V*, u ~ L'*, (A --,. or- Bfl, u) has been placed 
in Vkc(x1 "-- X~) and B -7 8 is in P, then for all x ~ FIRSTk(flu), add (B --+ .8, x) to 
v~c(xl.., x3. 
(c) Repeat (b) until nothing new can be added to Vkc(X1 "" Xi). 
(d) Optionally if for some A ~ N, fi E V*, u ~ FOLLOW~(A), we have A -~ 13 
in P, add (A ..... .fl, u) to Vkc(x1 ... Xi). 
The algorithm clearly halts since for given k and G, only a finite possible number of 
LR(k) items exist. 
~vVe now work out an example. 
Ex~vtvils 2.2. Choose G as in Example 2.1. Descriptively, we will parameterize 
our algorithm as follows: In all those sets of items VC'(y) for which some letter follows 
the dot for some item in that set, we add all LR(k) items with the dot preceding the 
right-hand side of the production for every production in the grammar. 
Formally, for all y c V* such that VC'(y) after computation of l(a) or 2(a) has some 
item with a letter following the dot, for all A c N, fi ~ V*, u ~ FOLLOWk(A) such that 
A -+ fl is in P, add (A -7 -fl, u) to VC'(y) in steps l(d) or 2(d). 
4 Note that we write V~c(y) when the grammar in question is clear, as an abbreviation for Vg,~(V). 
VCe shall often drop the subscript G in later definitions. 
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We now let k .... 1. We first wish to compute VC'(A). We get from l(a) 
(S --+ "aEa, A) 
(S ~ .aFb, A) 
(S + .bJa, A) 
(s-  > .bH, A). 
From l(d) we get 
(E ~ "c, a) 
(F-~ .~, b) 
( J - , -  % a) 
(rI-,- -c~, A). 
We now use VC'(A) to compute VC'(a). From 2(a) we get 
From 2(b) we get 
From 2(d) we get 
and for VC'(c) we get from 2(a) 
( S -~- a 9 Ea, A) 
(S~ a'Fb, A). 
(E ~ .c, a) 
(F~ .~, b). 
(S-+ "aEa, A) 
(S-+ "aFb, A) 
(S-+ .bJa, A) 
(S-+ .bI1, A) 
(J-~ .~, a) 
(n- , . .d ,  A) 
(E ~ c -, a) 
(F  ~ c ", b) 
( J  ~ ~. ,  a) 
(H -+ c .  d, A). 
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Algorithm 2.1 
adding phases 1 (d) and 2(d). I f  we let phase 1 (d) and 2(d) of our algorithm add no addi- 
is a generalization of Algorithm 5.8 of [2]. We have generalized by 
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tional items, our algorithm degenerates to the one cited earlier. This is in fact what will 
happen in the next section when we wish to generate canonical LR(k)  parsers. 
We now study the set of items generated by Algorithm 2.1. Our first lemma shows 
how having an item in a set of items corresponds to "moving across the right-hand 
side of a production." 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G (V, Z, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and k ~ O. 
Then for A ~ N, ~, fll , 82, Y E V*, u c FOLLOWk(A)  
i f  and only i f  
Proof. Assume that 
(A -~ "8~8~, u) ~ VeC(ee) where o4~ x y 
(A -+ 82" 8~ , ~) ~ g~c(r). 
(/1 ~ 8~8=, u) c v ,%) .  
We use induction on lg(fl2). 
Basis. Let Ig(82) - 0. Clearly (A --* 8ix" fi2, u) -- (A - *  "fi2, u) c: V~C(~) - : VkC(o48~). 
Induction Step. Assume that the lemma is true in this direction for lg(fll) = l >~ 0. 
We show that it is true for Ig(flx) l I 1. Let fl~ 8ix'X, where 8it' ~ V*, X ~ V. By 
our induction hypothesis 
(A -~ 8 /  9  xfl,,, u) z v~c(~8,'). 
Therefore, (A -+ flx'X " 8'~ , u) c VxC(a.fll'X) = VkC(aSt) by 2(a) of Algorithm 2.1. 
Now assume conversely that (A ~ il l" f12, u) ~ V,C(y). Again induct on lg(fll). 
Basis. lg(fx) 0. Clearly (A -~- "SxSo., u)=:  (A ~ "82, u) ~_ V7~C(7) := Vkc(~), where 
o~81 2 7. 
Induction Step. Assume that the lemma is true in this direction for lg(81) = l ~ 0. 
We show that it is true for lg(8~) = 1 + 1. Let 8! = 8(  X ,  where 8~' ~ V*, X E F. Since 
f l~'X :/ A, clearly the item (A-+ 8t '8~,  u) had to be added to l~c(y) in step 2(a) of 
Algorithm 2.1. Thus for some y' c= V* such that y --  y 'X  we have 
(A -~ 82" xs ,  , u) ~ v~c(r'). 
Now by our induction hypothesis, there exists some a ~ V* such that (A -~  " f l l f l2 ,  U) 
VkC(a), where aft1' --  7'. Therefore ufl2'X -- aft1 =-y 'X  --- y. ] 
The following theorem shows that if for one item in a set of items, /81 precedes the 
dot, and for another item in this set of items, fit' precedes the dot, then either fl~ is a 
suffix of f12' or ill' is a suffix of fll 9 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let G ,= (V, ~, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and k ~ O. 
Then if A, n '  c N; y, fit,/31' c= V~, Ig(/3~') >/1g(/31), /32, f12' ~ g~', wl c FOLLOW~:(A), 
wl' ~- FOI.LOW~(A'), and 
(A- + ill" /32' g01)' 
(a'-+/3? /3=', ~,'), 
are in ~.~c(9/), then there exists an c~ ~ V* such that fl( -. e~/3, . 
Proof. Since (A +/31"fl.,., wj)E VxC(9/) by I,emma 2.1, there exists some 7 'a  V* 
such that 9 /= Y'/31 and 
(A --+ "/3,/32, w,) is in VeC(y'). 
Since (A'-+fla' ./3(, wl' ) is in VkC(y) by Lemma 2.1, there exists some y"a V* such 
that 7' = Y"fll' and 
(A'--,- "/3x'fla', w,') is in VkC(y"). 
9/' (X /31 
y" /31 ' 
Fmum~. 2.1 
Since 7'/31 == Y"/31' and Ig(/3() >~ lg(fll) , we let 
O~ z (lg(Bl")"ig(B1))fllt 
as shown in Fig. 2.1. Clearly/31' = aft1 . | 
Algorithm 2.1 is a parameterized algorithm which given a reduced context-free 
grammar, k >~ 0, 9/~ V*, and rule C for adding additional items, returns as output 
Vf(9/), the set of C-valid LR(k) items for 9/. Since there are only a finite number of 
possible LR(k) items for any fixed grammar, there can only be a finite number of sets 
of items. Therefore, to compute the collection of distinct sets of items we could systemat- 
ically compute VkC(A), VkC(9/) for all 9/such that lg(y) -- 1, VkC(9/) for all 9' such that 
lg(9/) ---2,..., V~N(y) for all 9, such that lg(?,) = l, .... This algorithm will eventually 
terminate, since for some l, we will eventually get no new sets of items. The algorithm 
we have just described is somewhat wasteful, since it will necessitate computing many 
empty sets of items. One can avoid computing many such sets of items by building up 
the collection of nonempty sets of items from nonempty sets of items. An adaptation 
of Algorithm 5.9 of [2] suffices and is included here for completeness. 




items for G. 
Reduced context free frammar G = (V, 27, P, S) and k ~ 0. 
We define the output to be .cT~c, the collection of sets of C-valid LR(h) 
Method. Initially 5P~ c is empty. 
(1) I f  VkC(A) @ ;~, place VkC(A) in ~9~ c. The set VeC(A) is initially unmarked. 
(2) I f  a set of LR(h) items VeC(7) in ,goe c is unmarked 
(a) compute, for each X e V, V~c(yx). I f  Vkc(Tx) ~ ;J, add V~c(Tx) to c f f c  
as an unmarked set of items if it is not already there; 
(b) mark VkC(7). 
(3) Repeat step (2) until all sets of items in 5t'k c are marked. 
Again, the algorithm is guaranteed to halt since we will eventually get no new sets 
of items. 
We now use Algorithm 2.2 to compute all of the sets of items for the grammar, k, 
and characteristic algorithm C' of Fxample 2.2. 
EXAlVII'LE 2.3. We had 
I o = VlCiA)(S--~ "aEa, A) 
(S-7 "aFb, A) 
(S -7 .bJa, A) 
(S --~ .bH, A) 
(E--~ .c, a) 
(F-+ "c, b) 
( J -7  .c, a) 
(H-7 . cd, A). 
I1 :-- v~'(a)(S-7 ~ . E~, A) 
(S-~ a.  Fb, A) 
(E--7 .c, a) 
(F--+ "c, b) 
(S-7 "aEa, A) 
( S - )- "aFb, A)  
( s -7  .bja, A) 
(S ~ "bH, A) 
( j -7  .c, a) 
(H ~ .cd, A). 
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[3 = VTx'(b)(S--~ b . ]a, A) 
(S-+ b.  H, A) 
(J--+ .c, a) 
(H - ,  .ca, A) 
( S -~- .aEa, A) 
(s-+ .aFb, A) 
(S -~ .bJa, A) 
(S-~- -bH, A) 
( E -+ "c, a) 
(F--+ .c, b). 
I~ = v1%)(E -~ ~ ", a) 
( r -+  ~., b) 
(J ~ ~ ., a) 
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(H-~ c- d, A). 
We now mark I0, since we have finished "scanning" I 0 . We now "scan" I l and get 
~ = vf'caL') = (s  ~ aE.  ~, A), 
i t  = Vf'(aF) = (S ~ aF" b, A). 
Now VC'(ac)= Ia,  therefore, we need not add an additional set of items. Scanning 
other items of I 1 also gives us repeats. We therefore mark I 1 . Henceforth we will not 
state what set of items we are scanning. Additional sets of items we get, in order, are: 
16 = vc'(bJ) = (S--* bJ " a, A), 
I T =: VC'(bH) = (S-)-  bI I . ,  A), 
I8 = vf ' (~a) = (H-+ ca-, A), 
I o -- VC'(aEa) ---- (S -> aEa., A), 
11o ,-= VC'(aFb) = (S --~ aFb., A), 
I l l=  V~'(bJa) -= (S--~ bJa ", A). 
We now must show that Algorithm 2.2 generates the desired output. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a reduced, context-free grammar, and k ~ O. 
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Let c6~ be the collection of sets of C-valid LR(h) items for G computed by Algorithm 2.2. 
Then 
<~c = {v  c(7 ) =t ~ 17e V*). 
Proof. We first show that ,goe c _C {gkc(y)- i /  ~ [y  ff V*}. Suppose I6  5e~ c. Then 
for some 7 c V*, I VeC(7). By Algorithm 2.2 clearly V~C(7)-/= ;~, therefore 
I e { V~C(y) 2/: ~; ; 7 e V*}. Thus cJkc C {V~C(7) :/ .~ ~ 7 e V*}. 
Conversely, we must show that {Vec(7) : / -24~TeV*}C:ykc .  Assume that 
l V~(y) e {Vz:C(7 ') ve Z [ 7' ~ V*}. We use induction on lg(7 ). 
Basis. lg(7) = 0. Then y -~= A. Since I E {VkC'(~,) =/= ;~ ] 7 ~ V*}, VS(A)  :/: ~ .  By 
(l) of Algorithm 2.2, I ~ 5f~ c. 
Induction Step. Assume the theorem in this direction is true for lg(y) ~< i. We shall 
show that it is true for lg0, ) - i -?, 1. Let 7 :- 7 'X  where X e V. Now, we know that 
VkC(y) :/: ;~. From Algorithm 2.1, we know that V~C(7 ') =~ ~, for otherwise we 
would have VkC(7)--=-~. By our induction hypothesis, V~C(y')c-.Cfkc. Therefore 
{v~c(7) - /~  17 e v*} c ,9,~c. I 
Each set of items constructed using Algorithm 2.2 in conjunction with Algorithm 2.1 
will correspond to a "table" of our parser. The table on top of the stack, along with h 
lookahead symbols from the input, will tell the parser what move to make next. We will 
either read an input symbol and place a table corresponding to a new set of items on 
top of the stack, based on the input symbol read, or we will perform a reduction by 
popping sets of items from the stack and placing a new set of items on top of the stack, 
based on the nonterminal to which we have reduced, and the set of items on top of the 
stack after reduction. Recall that gkc(y) corresponded to the set of items on top of the 
stack after reading an input string that reduced to y. Therefore, the set of items we wish 
to place on top of the stack when VkC(y ) is currently on top of the stack and we are 
reading or reducing the following input to X c V, is Vkc(yx). We therefore use the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G = (V, 27, P, S) be a reduced, context-free grammar, h >~ 0, 
y ~ V*, and X e- V. Then goto(V~C(7), X)  - Vkc(7x). 
When we have an item of the form (A --+ a -, u) as our set of items, when A ~_ N, 
o~ c V*, u c Z4 ~, then when u is our k-lookahead string, we wish to reduce by the produc- 
tion A ~ a, since we have already read the terminals that have reduced to a. 
In a canonical LR(k) parser, in order that our parser be deterministic, we wish that 
within any set of items, the actions defined by two different items do not conflict. We 
must thus insure the following for any move of our parser: 
(1) There must never be a conflict between a reduce and a shift move. 
(2) When we have a reduce move, the reduction to be performed must be uniquely 
determined. 
This leads to the following definition. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let G ~ : (V, 27, P, S) be a reduced, context-free grammar and let 
k ~ 0. A collection c j  of sets of LR(k) items for G is consistent if for all I~S  p 
A, A '  ~ N, all 13, 131, fl'~ r V*, where m132 q~ N, and all u, v ~ Z'A k with u ~ FIRST~(fl2v ) 
we have that 
imply that 
(A ~ t3 -, u) E I and (A' --~ flz" 132, v) e I 
(A '  -4.- r l "  132, V) = (A  - ~- fl -, g). 
The condition mr2 6 N may seem peculiar. The technical reason for it will become 
clear in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Use of this condition allows a development of canonical 
LR(k) parsing with the use of only the FIRSTk function. The EFF k function used in 
[2, 15] becomes unnecessary. 
In the example we have been using, ~9 ~ is not consistent since in/.~ we have 
and 
where E / J. 
(E - -  c ", a) 
( J  ~ ~ -, ~) 
We now present he definition of consistency used in [2]. In that definition, we consider 
some items in a set of items where nonterminals follow the dot, namely, those that 
produce terminals on the left without dropping off nonterminals on the left in the deriva- 
tion process. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let G ~ (V, Z, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and let 
k ) 0. A collection ~9 ~ of sets of LR(k) items for G is d-~# consistent if for all l E fP 
3, A' = N, fi, 131, rio_ c V ~, and all u, v ~ 27A k with u ~ EFFk(132v ) we have that 
imply that 
(-// -> r . ,  u) ~ i and (-//' -+ 131 r2, v) ~ i 
(A -~r . ,  u) = (n ' -~13,-132,  v). 
Our definition for consistency might at first seem weaker than the definition of [2]. 
However, we shall see in Section 3 that in the case of canonical characteristic parsing, 
the definitions agree. Since our definition tests fewer pairs of items, it provides a simpler 
test of consistency. 
In characteristic parsing, we can somewhat weaken the condition that when we have 
a reduce move, the reduction to be performed must be uniquely determined. For a given 
set of items, from the k-lookahead string, we need only to determine the right-hand 
side of the production to be reduced. At this point, we will pop symbols from the stack 
corresponding to this reduction. 
57z/z4/3-2 
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After popping, the set of items corresponding to the new top-of-stack symbol will 
uniquely determine the symbol to which we should reduce. The preceding intuitive 
explanation leads to the following definition of characteristic onsistency of a collection 
of sets of items, a condition that will guarantee determinism in our parser. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let G = (V, 22, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and 
k ~ 0. A collection .Y of sets of LR(k) items for G is said to be characteristic onsistent 
if for all I ~ .9 ~ all A, A' E N, all fi, fll , fi2 ~ V*, where (*)f12 r N, and all u, v e 22A~ with 
u ~ FIRSTk(fl~v ) we have that 
(i) (A -~ fl -, u) 6 1 and (A' -+/31 9 fi2, v) ~ 1 implies (A' -  > fl', u) -- (A' -+ fix" fie, v), 
i .e. ,(f l l - - f l ,  fie =A,  andu:  v) and 
(ii) if A : /  A' in part (i) then there is no Ie  c j  with (C~o~-A3,  u ' )c I  and 
(D -*  ~' 9 A'8', v') ~ I for some a, a', 8, 8' ~ V*, C, D e N and u', v' ~ 2~a ~ and 
(iii) if A '  v~ A in part (i), and A'  = S (or symmetrically A = S), we cannot 
have (C --+ "AS, u') E I 0 where C ~_ N, 8 ~ V*, u' E Z :  ~. 
Now note that although in our example .9~ c" was not consistent, it is in fact charac- 
teristic consistent. Although we have 
and 
(E ~ c . ,  a) 
(j--+ c ", a) 
in Is ,  in no set of items do we have both an E and a J directly following a dot. 
The fact that characteristic consistency is a weaker notion than consistency follows 
directly from the definitions. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G == (V, S, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and let k ~ O. 
Then if .5a~: c is consistent i is characteristic onsistent. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definitions. 
The following lemma will be useful in showing certain collections of sets of C-valid 
LR(k) items to be characteristic consistent. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G -: (V, 27, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. Let cjkc be 
(, C" the collection of sets of C-valid LR(k) items for G and cJ k be the collection of sets of C'-valid 
LR(k) items for G. Then if  for all y E V*, V~C(y) C vc'o,), and 6 :c' is characteristic 
consistent, hen 6ak c is characteristic consistent. 
Proof. The proof follows easily from the definitions. 
Our next task is to associate sets of tables with the sets of items. The tables will direct 
the action of the parser. 
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DEFINITION 2.7. Let G .... (V, 27, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar with 
P =: {Pi ] 1 ~ i ~ n} and let k ~ 0. Let ~c  be a characteristic consistent collection of 
sets of C-valid LR(k)  items for G. For each ] c ,5~k c, we define T = T(I), the table 
associated with I, as a pair of functions ( f r ,  gr) where 
(1) f r  the parsing action function is a map from ZA ~ into {error,  shift} k3 subsets of 
(reduce p ! p ~ P} and is defined by cases. 
(a) fr(u) = shi f t  if for some fix ~ V~, f12 c ZV* ,  v c: ZA ~, and A -c N we have 
(A -~ fit" fie, v) c-- I and u e FIRSTk(]32v). 
(b) f~.(u) =-: {reduce pi ] (A i -+  [3 -, u) ~ I where Pi =- (Ai - "  ]3) ~ P, A i r  N,  for 
1 ~ i~n,  f i~V*} .  
(c) fT(u) er ror  otherwise. 
(2) gT maps V into the set of tables or e r ror .  For each X ~ V 
(a) gT(X):  : T(goto(I ,  X ) )  if goto(I,  X) ~- ;3. 
(b) gr(X) =- e r ror  if goto(/,  X)  : Z .  
The f r  or parsing action function will tell the parser whether to shift or reduce on the 
basis of the k iookahead symbols. Notice that we only shift when a terminal follows 
the dot. In this sense, our definition of the f r  function is different from that used in [2]. 
In [2], the parsing action function takes on the value sh i f t  as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.8. fr(u) : :  sh i f t  (according to [2]) if for some A c N,/31 c V *, ]32 c V +, 
v e Z'* we have (A --~ ]31 " ]32 , v) in I and u ~ EFFk(]32v). 
In Section 3, we will show that in the case of canonical characteristic parsing, that 
the two definitions of the f t  fimetion agree. 
Our definition offr(u)  for the reduce  case agrees with [2] when we are considering 
canonical LR(k)  parsers. However, in order to include the more general class of charac- 
teristic parsers, we have changed the range o f f r  from reduction to sets of reductions. 
Note that we are only considering sets of reductions where the right-hand sides of the 
productions being reduced by are identical. This corresponds to the way in which 
characteristic parsers operate, namely that the parser must decide which symbols to 
pop from the stack by examining the table on top of the stack and k lookahead symbols. 
The pmser will still be deterministic n any move, since after popping tables from the 
stack, the table remaining on top of the stack will determine xactly which nonterminal 
we have reduced to. 
The gr function we have described is the same as that used in [2]. The ,gT function 
is simply the goto function, but applied to tables. 
We must show that our f function is well defined. This will fi)llow from the charac- 
teristic consistency of ,9~ c. 
L~'~MA 2.4. In Definition 2.7, fT and gr are always well defined. 
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Proof. For f r  to be well defined, we need only to show that if (A --> fl -, u) ~ I, for 
some _4 e N, /3 c V *, u ~ Z'A ~ that we cannot have (A' --~/31 "/32, v) E I where _4' E N, 
~ c- v*,/3~ ~ zv* ,  ~ e z '~ ,  ~ e F IRS%(/3: ) ,  where (4 ' , /3 , . /3~,  ~) ~ (~'  - , /3.,  u). 
This, however, contradicts the characteristic consistency of .~e. gr  is always well defined 
since goto is always well defined. 
Furthermore, we can show that if 0~c is consistent, he range o f f r  can be restricted to 
{error ,  shift} u {reduce P ! P c P}. 
]~EM~I.tt 2.5. I f  ,~ c is consistent, he range o f f  r can be restricted to {error,  shift} u 
{reduce p ' p e= P}. 
Pro@ Assume for the sake of contradiction that for some [ c_ .cTkc we have 
(A~/3.,u)~l, 
(A'--+ fl ", u) e l ,  
where A, d '  ~ N, _4 :/ d ' ,  /3 c V*, u ~ Za k. This contradicts the fact that ,~k c is con- 
sistent. 
We have now demonstrated that we have produced sets of tables appropriate for the 
characteristic parser defined by Definition 2.1. 
3. CANONICAl[, CttARACTERISTIC PARSING 
By a canonical characteristic parser, we mean a characteristic LR(k) parser with tables 
identical to those developed in [15] or [2]. It is necessary to establish that canonical 
LR(k) parsing works before the characteristic LR(k) parser can be proven to work on 
appropriate classes of tables. Our strategy will be the following: We shall develop specific 
properties of "valid LR(k) items." Initially these will be defined independent of the 
table-generating algorithm. We then show that by parameterizing the algorithm for 
producing sets of items (Algorithm 2.1) so that no items are added in the optional phase, 
we will get the valid LR(k) items. In Section 4, we will use the properties of these sets of 
items derived from the grammar definition to prove that canonical LR(k) parsing works. 
Most of the definiti(ms in this section correspond roughly to definitions from [2]. 
We have modified some of them to correspond to our LR(k) definition and we have 
simplified others. We begin by introducing a set of strings in a language that corresponds 
to the set of possible stack contents. This important notion was introduced in [2]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. I,et G (V, •, P, S) be a context-free grammar, y~_ V* is said 
to be a viable prefix of G if there exist e~,/3 e V*, -4 e N, w E 2.'* such that 
and V is a prefix of oq3. 
We will often also use the following concept. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let G (V, 27, P, S) be a context-free grammar. 7 E V* is a valid 
prefix of G if there exist s, fi~, fl~ 6 V*,  A ~_ N, w ~ X* such that 
and y a/3~ .
Thus, a valid prefix is a viable prefix which "includes all of ~." A valid prefix corre- 
sponds to reduced input that already has been read by the parser. 
Viable and valid prefixes turn out to in fact to be equivalent concepts. The following 
lemma will be useful in showing the equivalence of these two concepts. The idea of the 
proof is that if we look to some earlier steps in the derivation, viable prefixes turn out 
to be valid prefixes. 
This lemma will later be useful in showing that certain items exist in given sets of 
items that will allow our characteristic parser to shift at the proper instances. It  is for 
this reason that we prove some strong technical results about the quantification. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = (V, X, P, S)  be a reduced context-free grammar. Assume that 
for some A ~ N,  6, fi, y, ~ c V *, we have 
s ~ ~Aw ~ ~= ~ 
where y is a proper prefix of ~. Then there exist A '  c- N ,  ~', fl' e- V*, w' c- 22" such that 
S R .% s'A'w' 2 ~'fi'w' R -:\ sf3w 
where for  some ill' c V':, fi2' ~. V+, we have that ~' fix'j32" and y di l l ' .  Furthermore, 
i f  8 ~ XV*  then (1)fl2' ~ 23 and i f  8 e X* we have (~)3 e FIRSTx(fl2'w') for  any k ~ O. 
Proof. Since S -*>• aflw and Y is a proper prefix of o~, we must have a =A A. Therefore 
S L> sAw 
R 
Therefore there exist n ~ 2, a~ ~ V* for 0 ~ i ~ n such that 
. . . . . .  ~"  O~W = ~n S ~--: S 0 ~-~ S 1 R~ "~ O~n_ 1 : = sAw R 
Let i be the smallcst intcger such that all canonical sentential forms following ai 
in thc above derivation have y as a prefix. Formally, definc i to be the least integer such 
that for all j ,  n -  1 ~ j~ i ,  there exist A jcN ,  f l j~V +, wj~X*,  and ~j =~fi~A~wj. 
Clearly such an integer exists since n - -  1 ~ 1 and s,.  1 - ~Aw, where lg(y) < lg(a). 
Since ai =- S is impossible, we see i ~ 1. Therefore, for some A'~_ N, a', f i ' c  V*, 
w' c ZT* we have 
s ~*~ ~ . . . .  ~'A'w' ~ ~'~'w' = ~,A~w~ ~. : s, ~ ~Aw ~ sfiw. 
By our minimality assumption, lg(y) ~ lg(a'). 
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Now, since A~ is the rightmost variable in a'fl'w', we know that lg(78~A~) <~ lg(a'fl'). 
Therefore lg(7) < lg(a'8' ). Thus, there exist fix' e V*, f12' e V~, where 8' = 81'8.~' such 
that 7 : -  a'fll'. (See Fig. 3.1.) 
3iA~wi 
~'  W t 1' 8; 
, 
FIGUI~.E 3.1 
Now assume that 3 ~_ IV* .  We shall show that m82' cannot be written in this derivation. 
It will follow that m/32' c 22. Since we have the rightmost derivation 
= y3 
and/3se~V +for a l l j such  that n - -  1 >~j>~i ,  we must have m82' =m8i=mf l i+a  = 
. . . .  m3,~ I mS. Since (t)8 ~ 27, we have m32' ~ 22. I f  S c l * ,  since we have 82' w' => +n 3, 
we must have <~)3 ~FIRST~(32'w' ). | 
The following example illustrates the Lemma. 
EXAMPLE 3.1- Consider the grammar G -: ({S, A ,  a, b, c}, {a, b, c}, P, S)  where P 
consists of the productions 
Since 
S- , .  abA 
A ---~ c 
S *~ abA > abe 
R R 
and a is a prefix of abe, we have that a is a viable prefix. However, since 
S Z,. S -> abA 
R R 
and a is a prefix of abA, we have that a is a valid prefix. Furthermore b ~ 27 and 
(k)bc ~ F IRSTg(bA)  for any k >~ 0. 
The following theorem shows that valid and viable prefixes are equivalent. It will 
later prove extremely useful to go back and forth between these notions. In proving 
that our parser works, it will only be clear that our stack contents is a viable prefix. 
The following theorem will allow us to infer that we are also dealing with a valid prefix 
and thus allow us to conclude that there are valid items corresponding to the valid prefix. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let G = (V, X, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. Then 7 9 V* 
is a valid prefix of G if and only if 7 is a viable prefix of G. 
Proof. Assume that 7 E V* is a valid prefix of G. From the definitions it follows that 
7 is a viable prefix of G. 
Conversely, assume that 7 9 V~ is a viable prefix of G. Then there exist A 9 N, 
o~, fl 9 V*, w ~ X* such that 
and y is a prefix of a[3. 
Case 1. lg(7 ) ~ lg(a). 
Case 2. lg(7) <Ig(.) .  
S ~ ~/w~ ~/3w 
R 
Then clearly 7 is a valid prefix of G by the definition. 
I f  7 - A then for some 3 9 V* 
SR ~ R 
Thus A is a valid prefix of G. 
Assume 7 r A. By Lemma 3.1, we have for some A '  9 N, o~',/3' e V*, w' 9 2:* 
S :> ~'A'w' :~ ~'Fw' 
R R 
where for some/3l' ~ V*,/32' 9 V ' ,  we have f3' /31'/32' and 7 == a'/31'. Thus 7 is a valid 
prefix of G. | 
The concept of a valid prefix leads to the corresponding notion of a valid LR(k) item. 
A valid LR(k) item for some 7 c V* specifies a production, and the place in that produc- 
tion, at which one might be working, after reading input that has been reduced to valid 
prefix 7. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let G- - (V ,X ,P ,  S) be a reduced context-free grammar and 
k ~ 0. For a, i l l ,  rio ~ V*, w, u ~ X*, A c N, (A ~ [31 " flz, u) is a valid LR(k) item for 
~/3 x if there exists a derivation in G such that 
S R ~ ~,Aw ~ ~,/3113~w, 
with u - -  (k)w. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Again consider the sample grammar 
Since we have 
S -+ abA 
A "--~- c 
S ~ S -~ abA 
R R 
(S -+ a " bA, A) is a valid LR(k) item for a for any k ~ 0. 
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We wish now to show some simple properties of valid LR(k) items. 
Every valid prefix has at least one corresponding valid LR(k) item, as the following 
theorem shows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G := (V, Z, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. ~ ~ V* is 
a valid (viable) prefix of G if  and only if there is at least one valid LR(k) item for ~,. 
Proof. The theorem follows directly from the definitions involved and Theorem 3.1. 
We next show how the existence of a given production in a grammar guarantees the 
existence of certain valid LR(k) items corresponding to that production. 
First we must prove a lemma that will be useful in applying F IRST  and FOLLOW 
to canonical derivations. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G :- (V, 2Z, P, S) be a reduced, context-free grammar. (Recall that 
L(G) -/= ;g .) Then 
(1) for a t  V*, FIRST~(a) .... {XC27Ak]a *->nyfor somey C27" and x : (k)y); 
(2) for A c N, 
FOLLOW~ (A) - {x c ZA ~ ] S ~ aAy, where y c 22" and x = (k)y). 
Proof. The argument is trivial and is omitted. 
~,Ve now prove a lemma relating to valid LR(k) items. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G -- (V, Z, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. Assume that 
for some il l ,  fl.z ~ V*, A ~ N, we have (A --+ filfi2) ~ P and u ~ FOLLOWk(A) .  Then for 
some ~ c V*, (A -~ fl~ " fi,, , u) is a valid LR(k) item for c~[3~ . 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, there exist ~ c V*, w c 27* such that S ~R c~Aw ~R ~flaflz w 
where u ~ FIRSTk(w). Therefore, (A -~/3, -/3.,, u) is a valid LR(k) item for ~/3~. | 
It is possible to use Algorithm 2.1 for producing sets of characteristic items in order 
to produce sets of valid LR(k) items. Algorithm 2.1 is parameterized by adding no 
additional items in steps l(d) and 2(d). Let us call this the C o case. We write Vk(7) 
instead of VC0(7). 
ALGORITHM 3.1. 
Input. G --  (V, 27, P, S) a reduced context-free grammar. 
Output. VCo(7) = Vk(y). 
Method. Algorithm 2.1 parameterized by making l(d) and 2(d) empty. 
We wish to prove that Algorithm 3.1 computes the set of valid LR(k) items for any 
y ~ V*. However, we first must prove a theorem which shows that if some ~ ~ V* has 
a valid LR(k) item with A preceding the dot, then there is another specified LR(k) item 
for y under most conditions. 
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I,EMMA 3.4. Let G = (V, 2:, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and h >/O. 
For o~, /3 ~ V*, u ~ X*, A ~ N, (A -+ "[3, u) is a valid LR(k) item for oz, where A ~ S, 
u ~/- A, or c~ /~ A i f  and only i f  there exist A', B o c N, fit', [3" ~ V*, u' ~_ FOLLOWk(A ' )  
such that 
(1) (.4'. .§ " Bofi2', u') is a valid LR(k) item for c~. I f  e~ =/~ A then/31'~ V+ while 
if ~ ~ A then u" =: A and S : A'  and 
(2) there exist an n >~ O, B,: c N, 8~ ~ V* for 1 <~ i <~ n, with B~ -= A such that 
B 0 --+ Bx8 * 
B,~_ 1 --~ B~8,~ 
are all productions in P and u E FIRSTk(3,~ --- 81/3z'u' ). 
Proof. We assume that there exist ~, fl c V*, u E 2:*, A ~ N, such that (A -~ "/3, u) 
is a valid LR(k) i tem for ~ where A .-/ S, u =/= A, or e ~ A. By definition, there exists 
w c 2:* such that 
S ~ ~Aw ~ ~[3w 
R R 
where u = {~)w. 
Since A :/= S, u C: A, or ~ : / -A, we must have 
S + o~Aw :~ ~[3w 
R R 
Therefore,  there exist n ~ 2, ~i ~ V* for 0 ~ i ~ n --  1 such that 
Now let i >/ 1 be the smallest integer such that there exist A: ~ N, fl: ~ V*, wj ~ 2:* 
for all j such that n - -  1 ~ j ~ i we have ~s = o,~/3jAjwj. Clearly such an integer exists 
since n - -  1 ~ 1 and c~ _~ = o~Aw. Therefore for some A '  c- N, od, fl' ~ V*, w' ~ 2:* we 
have 
~S" ~,~* O~i_ 1 = ~ R~ ~ :-~ O~i 1{ ~ o~Aw~> ot/3w 
By the minimal i ty  of i, Ig(a) > lg(a'). 
Now, since Ai  is the r ightmost variable in ~'[3'w', we know that lg(afl~A~) ~ lg(a'/3'). 
Therefore lg(a) < lg(a'/3'). Thus,  there exist /3,' e V*, /3~ e V-:, where [3' =/31'/3" such 
that ~: :  a'/3a' (see Fig. 3.1). Let u' = (k)w' and note that u 'c -FOLLOWk(A ' ) .  Thus 
(A'  --~/3,' 9 u') is a valid LR(k) i tem for ~. Moreover,  
(i) /3, e V~ i fa  = A and 
(ii) A '=Sandw' :=Ai f~ ' -T=A.  
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We now have 
1~ R 
We see that/3~ c NV* for 1 ~ j ~< n - -  1, for otherwise we would have ~t)/3j ~ 2J for 
1 ~< j ~< n - -  1. Therefore m/~,~_t .... (I)A E X which is a contradiction. I t is necessary to 
examine the sequence of derivations in which the variable immediately following ~ is 
changed. We now choose i~<i  0~<i  1~<-- '  ~<iz ~n- -1  such that f i~=A for 
0 ~<j ~< I. We see from our derivation that Aq  ~- a)fi~. Therefore for some B 0 E N, 
/32'~ V* we have fl~-~ Bof ( .  We now consider the productions used in the steps 
~ --> aij-~l for 0 ~<j ~< l. 
There exist 3'i, ~ V* for 0 ~< j ~< l such that 
Ai j  ~ ~j~-i " 
Since we can write ~i/_1 = o~[3ij+xAia+lwq+x, we must have mS'i~ a N. Therefore, there 
exist 8j ~ V*, B~ c_ N such that 8'ij ~ ~ BjSj for 0 ~< j ~< l. We also know that Bj = A%~ 
from our derivation. This  gives us a sequence of productions, 
Bo ~ Bx'~x 
B 1 ~ B232 
B~_ 1 ~ B~,~ 
B. -~/3 
From our derivation, we see that u = (k)w ~ F IRSTk(3, - - '3~2'w'  ) =- FIRST~(3~"-Sx/?(u' ). 
Conversely, assume that there exist A' ,  B 0 E N, a, fix', f12' ~ V*, u' E FOLLOWk(A ' )  
such that (A' -~. fix' " Boil',', u') is a valid LR(k) i tem for a and there exist n >/0 ,  B i ~ N, 
3i ~ V* for 1 ~< i ~ n, with B ,  --= A such that 
B o --+ Ba31 
B1 ~ B2~e 
B~_ 1 --+ B,,3~ 
B, ,~f  
are all productions in P and u ~ FIRSTk(3,~ --- 31f12'u' ). 
By definition of valid LR(k) item, there exist w' ~ 2J*, ~' ~ V* such that a == a ' f t '  
and 
S *~ ~'A'w' 
where u' == (k)w'. 
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Since u e FIRST~(6,~ --- 3a/3,~'u' ) and G is reduced, there exists some w ~ 27* such that 
8~ "'" 31f12'u' ~ w where u .... ~k~w. 
R 
Now we have 
a'fll'Bofl2'w . . . .  aBofl2' w' S R 
since a ~ a'fll'. Because u' (~)w', we may write 
W r : UPW ~ 
for some w" E X*. Then  the above derivation becomes 
S *~ ~Bo~.'w' = o, Bo~2"u'w" *~ ~ ~,"" 8fl~'u'~v'. 
R 
Since u ~ FIRSTk(8 . "'- 8tfi2'u' ), it is easy to see that 
S ~ aBofl2'w" ~ c~fluw" = aflw. 
R R 
Therefore (A --+ .fl, u) is a valid LR(k) item for a. | 
We now arc ready to prove that Algorithm 3.1 computes ets of valid LR(k) items. 
'FnF.OaEM 3.3. Let G- :  (V, Z, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar, y E V*, 
and k ~ O. An item is in Vk(y) after application of Algorithm 3.1 if and only if the item 
is a valid LR(k) item for ~,. 
Proof. By induct ion on lg(~,). 
Basis. Ig(),) = 0. Then y = A. Assume that there exist fl ~ V*, A ~ N, u ~ ZA k such 
that (A -§  -fl, u) is in Vk(A) after application of Algorithm 3.l .  
Case 1. Assume (A --~ 'fl, u) is added to Vk(A ) in step 1 (a). Then  A = S and u --- A. 
Clearly (S --~ -fl, A) is a valid LR(k) i tem for A. 
Case 2. Assume (A --~ -fi, u) is added to Vk(A) in step l(b). Then  there exist n ~ 0, 
B i c N, 8i r V* for 1 ~ i ~ n, with f12' ~ V*, B~, --= A such that 
B 0 -~ B181 
B 1 -~ B2~ 2 
B~ -1 ~ B~3,~ 
B ,  --~/3 
are all in P and u ~ FIRSTk(8,,--" 3afl~'). It  follows that (S -~ "Bo/32', A) is added to 
[~(A) in step 1 (a). By Lemma 3.4, (A --+ ./3, u) is a valid LR(k) i tem for A. 
Conversely, assume that (A ~ "fl, u) is a valid LR(k) item for A. The  case structure 
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given below is from Lemma 3.4. The symbol ~ comes from Lemma 3.4 and a == A in 
the basis of the proof. 
Casel. Assume A =-S ,  u - -A ,  and a -A .  Then clearly (S  ~'/3, u) must be 
added to Vk(A) in step l(a) of Algorithm 3.1. 
Case 2. Assume A :/ S, u : /A ,  or a--/l=A. By Lemma 3.4 there exist B 0~N,  
133' c- V* such that (S--~ "Bo/3~', A) is a valid LR(k) item for ~ and there exist n ~ 0, 
Bi c- N, bi c- V* for 1 <~ i ~< n, with B~ - A such that 
Bo -+ Bx81 
B 1 -+ Be82 
B,~_ 1 --~ B,~3~ 
B. -+/3 
are all in P and u ci FIRS'FT~(8,~ --- 31/3.2' ). Therefore (A -+ -/3, u) will be placed in VI~(A) 
in step l(b) of Algorithm 3.1. 
Induction Step. Assume that the theorem is true for lg(),) = j .  We show that it is 
true for lg0, ) -=j-~ 1. Consider some LR(k) item (A-+f i  x -f iz,u) where A c-N, 
fit,/32 c- V*, u c FOLLOWk(A).  Two cases must be considered. 
Case 1. fll :/= A. Let fil ': : fll 'X  where ill' c V ~, X c- V. We know from the definition 
of valid LR(k) items that (A -+ fix " fi~, u) is a valid LR(k) item for ~ if and only if 
(A -+f l l ' .X f l2 ,  u) is a valid LR(k) item for 7' where ~, = y'X.  By our induction 
hypothesis, (A -+ f i l ' 'Xf l , , ,  u) is a valid LR(k) item for 7' if and only if 
(N --~- i l l" Xfi~ , u) ~ V~(y'). From Algorithm 3.1, it is clear that (A --~ f i ,"  Xfl2 , u) e Vk(7' )
if and only if (A -+ il l" f12, u) c- Vk(~, ). Thus (A -~ fix" flz, u) is a valid Ln(k) item for 
7 if and only if (A --~ fil " fi'~, u) c- V~0, ). 
Case 2. fll A. Assume that (A --+ "fi2, u) is a valid LR(k) item for 7- Therefore 
there exist A', Boe N, ~1 , f12' ~ V*, ill' ~ V+, u' E FOLLOW~(A' )  such that 
(A' --,. fi~' " Bo/3z', u') is a valid LR(k) item for ~, and there exist n >~ 0, B~ e N, 3~ e V* 
for 1 <~ i ~ n, with B ,  = A such that 
B o ~- B18 L 
B 1 ~ B~3 z 
B~_ I ~ B,~8,~ 
B,,-,-/3 
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are in P and u c FIRS'I'k(8 ~ --" 81fl(u' ). By Case 1, 
(A '  -~  3~' 9 Bo32', , ' )  c= V,(9'). 
Therefore, (A -> "fi~, u) is placed in Vk(9') by Algorithm 3.1 in step 2(b). 
Conversely, assume that (A - ~ "f12, u) ~ Vk(9' ). Then there exist A', B 0 ~ N, fl~' ~. V*, 
flx'~ V ~, u'c- FOLLOW~(A' )  such that (21'-~fix' "Boil2', u') ~ Vk(9" ) and there exist 
n~0,  Bz~N,  3 i~V* for  I ~<i~n,  w i thB~=Asuchthat  
B o - ~ BI~ 1 
Br  - ) -  B.~e 
B~ ~ --~ B~fi~ 
are all in P and u G FIRS'I'k(8 ~ -" 81flz'U' ). By Case 1, (A' - ~- ill' " Boil2', u') is a valid 
LR(k) item for 9'. Therefore by I ,emma 3.4, (A-  ~ "f12, u) is a valid LR(k) item for 9'. II 
The following definition is useful for dealing with the collection of sets of items valid 
for the valid prefixes of a grammar. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let G = (V, 22, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and let 
k ~ 0. Then the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items for G is defined as 
{{i i i is a valid LR(k) item for 7} 9' ~ V* is a valid prefix for G}. 
We now use Algorithm 2.2 to get ~ = ~kcfc~ We must now show that Algorithm 2.2 
in fact produces the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items for G. 
TtIEOREM 3.4. Let G - (V, 2:, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar, k >~ O. Then 
,of k the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items for G. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, ,cf k = { Vk(9') G 6~ 19' e V*}. By Theorem 3.3 Vk(9") ~= 
if and only if 9' has at least one valid LR(k) item, and by Theorem 3.2, this is true if and 
only if 9" is a valid prefix. Therefore ,~c = the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items 
fo rG.  | 
We now wish to consider whether or not the canonical collections of sets of LR(k) 
items is suitable for building parser tables. We therefore consider the characteristic 
consistency of these sets of items. We will, in fact, be able to show the stronger condition 
that the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items will be consistent. However, we will 
first consider the two definitions for consistency that we encountered in Section 2, 
namely our definition and that of [2]. We shall prove that for the canonical collections 
of sets of LR(k) items, the two definitions agree. 
The definition of [2] might at first seem stronger, since there are more items in any 
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given set of items which their definition takes into consideration. However, the definitions 
are in fact equivalent. For every item for which a nonterminal follows the dot, if in fact 
this nonterminal produces a terminal string in an EFF  fashion, then within this set of 
items another item will exist for which a terminal follows the dot, with the same corre- 
sponding lookahead. Therefore, the consideration of items v4th nonterminals following 
the dot was in fact superfluous. 
We first prove the existence of these items with terminals following the dot. 
IJEZVrlVIA 3.5. Let G = (V, l ,  P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar, where k >~ O. 
Let I ~ 50, where cf is the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items for G. Assume that 
for some B c- N, fil ~ V*, rio. -~ NV*,  v ~ FOLLOWk(B)  we have (B --~ fit " f12 , v) c I, 
with u ~ EFF~(flzv). Then there exist C ~ N, 3 ~_ IV  ~, u' ~ FOLLOWk(C)  such that 
( C -~ "~, u') c I 
and u E FIRST~.(3u'). 
Proof. Since (B- ~ fll " f12, v) ~ I, for some ~ e V*, w c l * ,  with v -=: (~)w we have 
where u e EFFk(fizW ). Since u e EFFk(fl~w), we have for some n > 0, % ,..., ~,~ ~ V*, 
w" ~I~ with u = (~:)(w"w) 
/~ = ~0 ~ ~ ~ . . . .  ~ ~.  = w" 
R 
where in no step of this derivation does the leftmost nonterminal derive A. 
Consider the smallest i such that (a)a~ I .  Since w" ~_l~, such an i exists. Clearly 
u 6 FIRST~(aiw). We can now write ai_a = Cw' for some w' ~ l * ,  C e N by the definition 
of i. Now we have 
Thus C -~ 3 is in P and ai = 3w'. Therefore (C ~ -3, (k)w) is a valid LR(k) item for aft1 
and is in I. Clearly u E FIRSTk(3w') = ~)(w"w). | 
We now can prove the equivalence of the two definitions. 
TItEOREM 3.5. Let G =. (V, l ,  P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar where k >~ O. 
cj, the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items for G, is ,~r consistent if and only if it 
is consistent. 
Proof. Assume that ~ ~ the canonical collection of LR(k) items for G, is ,~r 
sistent. Assume for the sake of contradiction that it is not consistent. Then for some 
I ~ cj ,  there exist A, B ~ N, /3, f it ,  fl~ ~ V*, u, v ~ l * ,  a)fl2 r N, u ~ FIRST~(fio.v) such 
that (A --~ fl -, u) and (B -~ fll "flz, v) are distinct items in I. Since (1)fl~  N, u ~_ EFFk(fi~v ).
Therefore 5f is not .~-~/consistent.  But this contradicts the hypothesis. 
Conversely, assume that cp, the canonical collection of LR(k) items for G, is consistent. 
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Assume for the sake of contradiction that it is not ,N'-~162 consistent. Then for some I ~ S ~ 
there exist A, B E N, fl, /3~ , fie ~ V*, u, v ~ Z*, u ~ EFFk(/32v ) such that (A --~/3 ", u) 
and (B +/31 "/32, v) are distinct items in I. 
Case 1. (t)fl2 ~ N. In this case, since u ~ FIRSTk(/32v), it follows that ~ is not 
consistent. But this contradicts the hypothesis. 
Case 2. (~)/3~ c- N. By Lemma 3.5, there exist C ~ N, 8 ~ 27V*, u' c- FOLLOW,(C)  
such that (C--~ "3, u') ~ I and u ~ FIRST~(Su'). Since a18 ~ 27 and c~ is consistent, we 
have 
(A ->/3 . ,  u) =, (c  ~ .8, u'). 
Therefore ei = A, which is a contradiction. | 
We now show that in the canonical case, the sets of items are consistent. 
T~IF.OREM 3.6. Let G = (V, 27, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar and let k >~ O. 
G is LR(k) if  and only if  the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) items for G is consistent. 
Proof. Assume G is LR(k). Assume for the sake of contradiction that the canonical 
collection of sets of LR(k) items for G, denoted by of, is not consistent. Then for some 
I E 5 ~ we have some A, B ~ N, /3,/31 ,/32 c-- V*, u, v E Z'*, (a)/32 r N, u E FIRSTk(/32v) 
such that 
(A -~- /3" ,u )c I ,  (B-~-fl l  " /3 , , ,v )e I  
where (A -~/3 ", u) -J (B ~/3~ "/32, v). By the definition o f / ,  there exist a, oz", ~ e V*, 
w, x ~ Z* such that u -- (k)w, v = ~)x and 
S a 
s ~> ~"B~ ~ ~"/3&x ,= ~x.  
We are not yet ready to employ the LR(k)-ness of the grammar to force a contradiction, 
since we must have/32 ~ Z~ in order to use the LR(k) definition. We therefore divide 
our proof into two cases, according to whether/32 ~Z* or/32 r s 
Casel.  f l2~Z*. Now we have 
'~)q~)  = (k'(/3~v) = u 
Since G is LR(k) we therefore have 
(A ~ fl, lg(afl)) = (B -+ fl~fl2, lg(~"/3~f12)). 
It follows that lg(d'flafl~ ) = lg(~) ~- lg(7 ) = lg(a"fll ). Therefore fl~== A. Since fl = flafl~, 
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we have fi ~ fi~ 9 Also v ~-: (~)x ---- (~l(fi.ax) := u. In addit ion we have A ~-~ B. Therefore 
(A - , -  f~., u) = (B - -~/~. /~=,  ~) 
which contradicts our hypothesis. 
Case 2. fl,z ~ 27*. We now rewrite fl~. in a r ightmost fashion unti l  we have a string 
of terminals. We know that there exists an x' ~Z* ,  p c P-~ such that /~z ~]  x' and 
u =- {~:~x'x. Therefore we have 
,-.- r5~x -li> rx'x S R 
We consider the last step in this derivation, namely, there exist A '~N,  a 'c  V*, 
fi', x" ~ Z* such that 
S *-> Vfi~x *> va 'A 'x"  -~ 7~'fl'x" : 7x'x. 
R R R 
Since (1)32 q~ N and 32 :/~ A, clearly ma'  -= raft,, ~_ 77, and lg(ya'fl ') > lg(7). Since G is 
LR(k), we now have 







Th is  is clearly a contradiction, thus the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) i tems for G 
must  he consistent. 
Conversely, assume that cs the canonical collection of sets of LR(k) i tems for G, is 
consistent. Assume for the sake of contradict ion that G is notLR(k). Then by Lemma 2.3 
of [7], there exist u, w, w', x e 27", 7, ~, a',/3, fl' ~ V*, A, A '  ~ N such that 
S *~ sAw :>~ ~/3w - -  yw 
S *->R ~'A'x ~R ~'fi'x = 7'x = 7w' 
('~)W :: (I':)W' -: U 
(A -  ~ fi, lg(~fl)) -~ (a '  -~- fi', lg(e~'fl')), 
lg(c~'fi') > lg(~fi). 
At  this point, we know that if in fact lg(7) >~ lg(e~'), then derivations (i) and (ii) will 
give us items that will lead us to a contradiction, t lowever,  in the case where Ig(7) < lg(~'), 
we will have to examine an earlier step in the derivation of ~x',8'x to get our contradiction. 
Case 1. lg(~')~< lg(7). Then  for some ill', fi,,'~ V*, ,8'~ ,8a',8 z' and 7 :- ~'fl,'. 
I ,et v =- r Then  (A -+ fl ", u) and (A '  ---* i l l '  9 rio', v) are valid LR(k) i tems for 7 
with u = ~')w' = ca')(fl2'x ) =ck)(fiz'v). Since we have consistency, (A--+fl " ,u )= 
(A ' .  */~1' "fl~', v). Therefore A =: A' ,  fl = 5,' ,  u =: v, and f12' A. Since ~fl - -  c~'fll' ~'fl, 
we have ~ ~: ~'. Therefore (d --~ fl, lg(~/~)) (A' ~/~' ,  lg(~'5')) which contradicts (v).. 
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Case 2. Ig(y) < Ig(~'). We have the following situation shown in Fig. 3.2. 
FIGURI,: 3.2 
By Lemma 3.1, there exist ed', fi" ~ V*, w" e X*, A" c N such that 
where for some/3~ c V ~, fl; ~ V' ,  we have/3" = fi;'fi2, u ~ FIRSTk(fl2w'), and y = e"fl~. 
Since w" c X*, raft" ~ X ' ,  from this production, we see that 
t t  9 t t  (A"-~ & /L,~) 
is a valid LR(k) item for y where v = = Ik)w" and u ~ FIRST~(fl%). Since (A --> fi ", u) is 
also a valid LR(k) item for y, we have 
since -9 ~ is consistent. Therefore fi~ =: A. This, however, contradicts the quantification 
on fl~. Therefore G must beLR(k). II 
The following corollary will be necessary to show that characteristic parsing can be 
used in the canonical case. 
COROLI.ARY. Let G = (V, 22, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar, k >/O. Then the canonical 
collection of sets of L R( k ) items for G is characteristic consistent. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.6. | 
Dm~iNrrloN 3.5. Define ,~= o7-c0 =~ ~ ~; - -{T( I ) l l c~. )as  the canonical collection of 
LR(k) tables for G. 
Using Lemma 3.5 it is now easy to show that our f r  fimction agrees with theft  function 
of [2]. 
I,E:~MA 3.6. Let G = (V, X, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar and let I == b~(y) for some 
y c V'% Then for u ~ XA ~:, fr(u) : shift  according to Definition 2.8 of [2], if and only if 
fr(u) = shift  according to Definition 2.7. 
Proof. Suppose that for u ~Z'Ak, that fr(u) : shift according to Definition 2.8. 
Then for some A~N,  /3 acV* ,  /32EV+, v~X*  we have (A ->f l t ' f l2 ,v )  c-1 and 
u E EFFe(flov). Therefore, by Lemma 3.5, there exist C c N, 3 ~ 2,'V*, u' c FOLLOWk(c ) 
such that (C -> -8, u') e I and u ~ FIRST~(Su'). Therefore fr(u) = shift according to 
Definition 2.7. 
57r/~4/3-3 
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Conversely, assume that fr(u) = shift according to Definition 2.7. Then for some 
fll E V*, f12 ~ XV*, v ~ 2JA ~, and A ~ N we have (A -+ ]31 9 fi~, v) E I and u c F IRST~2v ) 
Since flz c 2V*, u c~ EFFk~zv). Therefore fr(u) - shift according to Definition 2.8. | 
I~;XA1VIPLE 3.3. Consider the following two examples. Let G := ({S, A, B, c}, {c}, P, S) 
where P consists of 
S-~. A 
A---,-B 
B --)- c 
For Vx(A ) we have 
(S- ,- .A, A) 
(A -,- .B, A) 
(R -7 .c, A). 
We see c ~ EFF:(A), EFFI(B), EFF:(c). Therefore we have fr(c) -- shift. However, 
since c was a leftmost descendant of A, then item (B --~ "c, A) was in this set of items, 
and the computations of EFF1(A) and EFFI(B ) were superfluous. 
Now consider the grammar G - ({S, A, B}, {c}, P, S) where P consists of 
For VI(A ) we have 
S -->. 2z~c 
A -7 B 
B--,-A 
( S -+ "Ac, A) 
(A -,..B, ~) 
(B-7 ., c). 
Since c r EFFI(Ac), EFFI(Bc), fr(c) =/= shift in the Aho and Ullman parser. Likewise, 
since in this set of items a terminal does not follow the dot, fr(C) =/= Shift for our parser. 
DEHNITION 3.6. Let G = (V, 27, P, S) be anLR(k) grammar. Let 3"~ be the canonical 
collection of LR(k) tables for G. 
Associate ~ with the characteristic parser of Definition 2.1. The resulting parser is 
defined to be the canonical LR(k) parser for G. 
4. PROOF THAT CANONICAL CHARACTERISTIC PARSING WORKS 
I t  is necessary to show that the characteristic parser works. This mcans that any 
string in the language is acceptcd and, morcovcr, that any nonscntcnce is rejected in a 
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finite time (i.e., the parser halts). 5 Our method of proof involves first analyzing the 
canonical case. Surprisingly enough, previous treatments of LR(k) parsing have not 
included complete proofs that the parsers work. In [2] for instance, the parser does not 
work exactly as claimed for nonsentences. A detailed analysis of the actions of the parser 
on nonsentences is useful for error recovery work [10]. 
We now show that given a grammar G = (V, X, P, S), the canonical LR(k) parser 
for G does the following. 
(1) Given a string x eL(G), the parser halts in the accept  state and outputs the 
parse for x in G. 
(2) Given a string x eL(G), the parser halts in the er ror  state. 
The first theorem proves that our parser accepts trings in the language and outputs 
the correct parse. 
TII:Om:M 4.1. Let G (V, Z', P, S) be an LR(k) grammar, h ~ O. Then in the 
canonical LR(k) parser for G with tables J-k, for all x :L(G), (x, 70, A) ~--+ (A, To, p) ~-- 
accept ,  where S -> ~r x where ?r denotes the reversal of p. 
Proof. Let xeL(G).  Then there exist n~O,  ~ic-V*, wiG2,'* for 0~i~n_  1, 
Pi G P, A.i ~ N for 0 ~ i ~ n, ~.~ : = A,~ 1 ~= A such that there is a unique derivation 
of x in G 
o0 Pl On 
S = or 0 1{- ocofloTw 0 :~: C~/ lW I/~)- O(lfllW 1 :~ ,: t3~2A2w2 ~ "'" ~> ~nflnWn 
: Otntl.~ln+lWn_.. 1 ~-  X.  
Claim I .  For 0 ~ i ~ n,  Ig(a~ :A,+I ) ~ 1g(%80. 
Proof. This is clear from the fact that ~/i+1 is the rightmost variable in ~ifliwi 9 
Claim 1 allows us to do the following: For the all3 i , 0 ~ i ~ n, we order the prefixes 
of the sift/as follows: 
(1)Wn_i. 1 lg(anBn) {o~ A w ~ Row n 9 l an+lAn .~ l  , ~ , ' 9149 \ n+l  n+l  nq l ]  
Row n ~nA~, ~A~ (:)wn ,..., lg(~"-xB" O(~A~w,~) 
Row 1 a:A:, ~A 1 (l)w a ,..., ~lAlwx 
Row 0 %A 0 .... S. 
We index each row from zero and we associate thc pair (l, m), the ruth element in 
rOW l. 
It will turn out that characteristic parsers can fall to halt in pathological cases9 Cf. Section 5. 
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Next, we impose a linear ordering on these elements, defined by the order in which 
they have been listed, indexed from zero. 
We now prepare for an induction proof, by defining SP, IP, and OP, stack part, input 
part, and output part as follows: 
For 0 ~ i ~ t where i is the number of items ordered above, let 
SP(i) --= ith element in the ordering. 
Assume that the pair (l, m) is associated with this element. Let SP(i) - a,A~'*lw,. Also 
let 
IV(i) =. w~ lg(~0 ,,a, 
oP( i )  --~ p . . . .  ez .  
We now make a very strong induction hypothesis which gives us the condition of 
every element of our parser at any given stage of the parse. 
Claim 2. After i steps, 0 ~ i ~ t, the configuration of the parser is (y, ToX1T1X~T2... 
Xfl'.~,p) where x x'y for x',yc22*, T j~-~l~forO~i~s ,  X jcV  for l ~ j~s ,  
p ~ P* and 
( t ) ) (1  --- X~ = SP(i), 
(2) y ,--. IP(i), 
(3) p = OP(i), 
(4) Tj --= T(~%(X~ ..- X~)) for 1 ~ j ~< s. 
Proof. 
Bas~. i : = 0. The initial id of our parser is (x, To, A). We see that 
(I) A : :  SP(0), 
(2) y = x = IP(0),  
(3) A = Oe(O), 
(4) Condition (4) is vacuously satisfied. 
Induction Step. Assume that for i : r that (l), (2), (3), and (4) hold. Now assume 
i = r -] 1. After r moves we have by our induction hypothesis 
(x, To,  A) ~*- (y, T~V&Xflh...  X~Ts, p) 
where x= x'y with x ' ,yEZ* ,  T j .~  for 0~j~ l ,  X j~V for 1 ~ i~s ,  p~P*  
with 
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(1) x l  --- x ,  : sP(~), 
(2) y = ie(,) ,  
(3) p =-OP(r), 
(4) T s T(V~(X1 " A))) for I ~<j ~ s. 
Assume that (I, m) is associated with element r. By definition, we have 
sp(r)  :: ~,,A,((m)~,) 
IP(r)  (~g(,~p-m) .... W t 
OP(r) p~ --- m-  
We now have two cases, one of which will amount  to a shift move and the other to 
a reduce move. 
Case 1. lg(SP(r)) < lg(~z_ lj3~_1). We know that 
R 
where SP(r) is a proper  prefix of eq_z8 ~ 1 - We claim that there exist A'  ~_ N,  cd, [3' c V*, 
w' ~ ~'* such that 
~ R \ O~'~'~'ZOI R -> O:'[3'W' ~i> ct1_113[_17221 1 
where for some fl,' ~ V*, [32' c V-:- we have [3' :-[3/[32' and SP(r) : a'[3t'. I f  8P(r) is not 
a proper  prefix of a~ i then this is immediate.  Otherwise it follows directly f rom 
Lemma 3.1. Therefore ( / / '  - *  191' 9 (*)w') is a valid LR(k) i tem for SP(r). Furthermore,  
by Lemma 3.t,  (~)[3./~_Z' and (Zr I t  follows that fr , ({a:)y)= shi f t .  
Clearly o~zAz(('~l)wt) is a valid prefix of G. I t  follows from Lemma 2.5 that the next 
move of our parser is well defined. Therefore 
( y ,  7"oX17"1X.,.T.e "'" X.J'.~ , p) 






Case 2. Ig(seff))  = 1g(~,_113,_1). We have 
x ,  -.. x.,( .)y) = ser f  + 1), 
y(l~(y>l~ = = IP(r  2- 1), 
p =- OP(r--}- 1), 
7",. - T(Vk(X~ - X;)) for 1 ~<j -<. s + 1 where X~,  :~  (1)yo 
o7" 
S R cQ-1Az-17/)t  1 ~ :: :  ~  "> x 
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Since 7'~ T(Vk(X l "'" X.O ) we have 
(A l  1 -" )" ~ l - ,  ", (klwl--1) : (A l -1  - §  i l l -1 ", {It)y) ~ g lc (X l  . . .  &) .  
Therefore fG((k)y) reduce  P' where p' : (A, ~ -+ fit-t). Clearly a,_zAz.l is a viable 
prefix of G. Thus by Lemma 2.5 we have the well-defined move 
( y, 7oG'I'~X2T, 2 ... X,'I'~ , p) v-- (y ,  ToX(FtX, ,T ,  ... X~ .lg(e, ,)l',_lg(,,_,)A~_~T', pp') 
where T'  ~ T (Vk(X  1 -'- Xl_ig%._,)A,_l) . Therefore we have 
(1) Xi  "'" Xl .tg(~ ~)dl-i =- SP(r q 1), 
(2) y = IP ( rq -1) ,  
(3) op'- OP(r§  
(4) T~ T(G(& ---&)) fo~ 1 ~ j  ~ ~ --  ~g(f l ,_ , )+ I. 
This completes the induction proof. 
Now let i = t. We have parser configuration (A, ToXI"I'IXeT 2 ... XsTs ,  p'). 
(1) & ' "X  s : SP(t), 
(2) .4 lP(O, 
(3)  e '  :-: op( t ) ,  
(4) 7'j =: T(Vk(A1-.- X~)) for l ~ j ~< s. 
We know by our induction proof that 
sp(t)  --:- ~,o5oWo, 
IP(t) = A, 
OP(t) ---= p, "'" P l .  
Since p0 - -  (S--~ X 1 --- X~) ~ P, then (S---* X 1 "" X ,  ", A) c~ T~. Therefore fG(A) -- 
reduce  a where ~ (S - , -  X t "" X .  O. Thus by Lemma 2.5 the parser makes the well- 
defined move 
(A, ToX1TIXzT2 "- X~Ts , p) ~ (A, To, p~) ~-- accept 
where S =..~oo,r x.
We now consider the behavior of our canonical LR(k) parser on an input string not 
in the language: We wish to show that when the parser is given a string that is not in 
the language, it will halt in a special e r ror  state. In the case of our canonical parser, 
our condition will be even stronger, namely that the parser will halt at the earliest step 
possible. That is, as soon as the input string thus far read could not have the given look- 
ahead string if the string were in the language, the parser must halt and declare error. 
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When k == 0, we must in addition consider the special case when the input string is a 
prefix of some string in the language. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G - ( V, 22, P, S) be an L R( k ) grammar, k>/O. Then in the canonical 
LR(k) parser for G, with tables 3"~, for all x 6L(G), (x, To, A) ~ t-error. Furthermore, 
the parser halts at the following point in the computation. 
Case I. i .et x = x'x" where x' is the minimal length prefix of x such that there 
exists no y ~ 27", with (k)y =_:: (l,)x, and x'y ~L(G). Then 
(x, T~, A) i*- (x", y, p) !-- error  
where the next to last move of the parser is not a reduce move. 
Case 2. If xgL(G) and Case I does not hold, then for some 7c  T0(V,5~k)* , paP*  
(x, To, A) ~ (A, ~, p) ~-- error. 
Proof. We must consider two cases. In the first case, at some point the prefix of the 
string we have thus far read could not have the given lookahead for any string in the 
language. In the second case, the input string is a prefix of some string in the language. 
Case 1. In this case, it is assumed that there exist x', x" ~ 27* such that x = x'x" 
where x' is the minimal ength prefix ofx  such that there exists noy  a Z'*, with Ck)y = ~)x" 
and x'y ~L(G). VVe shall show that immediately after reading the last letter of x', the 
parser declares an error. Since x' is the minimal length prefix of x such that there exists 
no y ~_ Z'* with (~)y = (1~x" and x'y aL(G), by Theorem 4.1, the configuration of the 
parser after reading x' (or the initial configuration if x' =- A) is 
(x", ToW~IAST, , "  X~T, ,  p) 
where ~/'j E .~. for 0 ~< j ~< s, Xj  a V for 1 ~< j ~< s, p ~ P* and 
( l )  ? f i  ..- x.~ -= sp(,.),  
(2) x" = IP(i), 
(3) "r~ = T(V~(Xl  ... x 0). 
Assume for the sake of contradiction that (x", ToA~'_I'IX2T2 "" X.J 's, p)F---error is 
false. Then there exist A E N, ill,/32 ~ V*, u E 2J*, (l~fl~ 6 N such that (A -7/31 "/33, u) 
is a valid LR(k) item for X1 "'" X,  with x" a FIRSTk(/3eu). By definition, there exist 
~_ V*, w ~ X* such that 
R R 
and u ~= (k)w. By (1), ~/31-*>R x'. Thus for some u'~Z*, o431fi2w ~Rx'uu'. But this 
contradicts the hypothesis of Case 1. 
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Therefore, by Lemma 5.1, 
(B '  _t -~ "A ~,,,' s'), (B7,_1 ~ "A' 3"~, s") ~ V~%). 
This, however, contradicts the characteristic consistency of csfc. I f  m or n is zero, a 
different but straightforward argument contradicts the characteristic consistency of c jc.  
Case 2. o~ = A, u - - -A ,  A /= S, ~1' = S (or symmetr ica l lyA=/ :S ,  A '  = S) .As in  
Case l, we have (B~'- ~- /1 '~' ,  s')~ V'~:C(A). This contradicts our definition of characteristic 
consistency. | 
Lemma 5.2 will later make it easy to show that certain classes of grammars fall within 
the LR(k) class. 
We now show that given an input string in the language accepted by a characteristic 
LR(k) parser, the parser halts in an accept state with the correct parse on the output 
tape. 
TrIEOI~E:Vt 5. I. Let G .... (V, S, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar, k ~ O, and associate j "  e, 
a characteristic consistent set of tables with a characteristic LR(k) parser for G, where C is 
some characteristic algorithm. Then there is all x c L(G), for some p ~ P* such that 
(x, To c, A) ~ (A, To e, p) ~-- accept  
o T where S :>R x. 
Proof. We show by induction on n that if for )(1 ,..., X~ ~ V*, p' E P* 
(x, 7'(V~(A)), A) " ' ~- (x,  7'(V~(A))~X~7'(V~(X~)) X2T(V~(X~X~))...X~T(V~(X~... ,)), p') 
in our canonical parser then 
(x, T(V~C(A)), A) ~-- (x', 7'(v~e(A)) XiT(Vkc(xa)) X~ ." XzT(Vke(X~ ... X~)), p') 
in our characteristic parser with tables ~c .  
Basis. n = O. We know that 
(x, T(V~e(A)),  A)  ~-  (x, T(V~C(A)), A). 
Induction Step. We show that if the theorem is true for n : m, it is true for 
n m -+- 1. Assume 
(x, T(V~(A)), A) ~ (x', T(V~(A))X1T(Vk(X1))X,,T(Vk(XIX2)) ... X~T(Vk(XI ... X~)), p'). 
Then in our characteristic parser we have 
(x, T(I~C(A)), A) ~- (x', T(VkC(A)) X1T(V~c(Xa)) X2T(Vkc(xIx=)) 
9 .. X~T(V~(X~ ... X3), p'). 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let G - = (V,)Z, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar for G such 
that 5 pc, the collection of sets of C-valid LR(k) items for G, is characteristic consistent. Then 
G is LR(h). 
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that G is not LR(h). By Theorem 3.6, 
then ~ the collection of sets of valid LR(h) items for G is not consistent. Therefore, for 
some I ~ ~ there exist A, A'  ~ N,/8, fia,/8~ ~ V*, u, v c ~Y'TA/': such that (A' - ~/8", u) E I, 
(A' --~. ill"/82, v) e I, mfi (~ N, u ~ FIRST~(fi~v), and 
(A -+/3., .) / (A' ~/3,./8~, v). 
We know that I = Vk(y) for some 7 E V* by Theorem 3.3. By Lemma 5.1 
(A -+ I3 , ") ~ ~q~(r) and (.4' - , /8~./3, , ,  v) c: Vk~(r) 
where VkC(7) E cfc. Since c fc  is characteristic consistent 
(A' --~/8, 9 ~3.~, v) = (n '  -~/3 ", u). 
Clearly A -,/~ A'. By Lcmma 2.1, for some a c- V* such that 7 = aft, we have 
(A ' - ) -  -/8, u) E V~(e~) and (A -)- 'i8, u) ~ Vk(~x ).
Case 1. A, A" if: S, u :~ A, or a /= A. By Lemma 3.4 there exist C', C", Bo' , B o ~ N, 
g / t/ ill', f l l ,  f12,/8~ ~ V*, u' c FOLLOW,(C' ) ,  u" e FOLLOWk(C") such that (C'--+ 
fi~'.Bo'/sz', u') and (C'--~fl~'Bo"/8'~, u") are valid LR(k) items for a and there exist 
n,m~O,B/cN,  3 /e l / ' * for l  ~ i~n,B~N,  3~eV*for l  ~ i~m,  withB,(: A ,  
B~ = A'  and 
and 
B0' ->" BI' 31' 
BI' ---)" B2' ~2' 
B.' ~/8 
tl .~ .  tr t! 
B o - B a 3t 
tt rt tp 
B 1 -~  B 2 ~ 
B"~/8 .  
I f  m, n > 0 then it follows from Lemma 3.4 that there exist s', s" c- Z'47~ such that 
(B ~ ~ .A ~ ' s'), tB" .A' ~" , Vk(~). ~ \ 7,~l.--I -- ')" gll, S t l )  ~ 
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Therefore, by Lemma 5.1, 
B' 3 ' " "A' 3~ VkC(a ), ( ,,_~ -+ .A . , ~'), (B~,,_~ ->. , s") 
This, however, contradicts the characteristic consistency of .9 ~ If m or n is zero, a 
different but straightfol-ward argument contradicts the characteristic consistency of fpc. 
Case 2. <x =-= A, u -== A, A :t:- S, A' =:: S (or symmetrically A @- S, A '  == S). As in 
Case 1, we have (B~'---,-" A'3,,', s')c- VkC(A). This contradicts our definition of characteristic 
consistency. | 
Lemma 5.2 will later make it easy to show that certain classes of grammars fall within 
the LR(k) class. 
We now show that given an input string in the language accepted by a characteristic 
LR(k) parser, the parser halts in an accept state with the correct parse on the output 
tape. 
THEOREM 5. I. Let G - (V, 25, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar, k ~ O, and associate J'k c, 
a characterist& consistent set of tables with a characteristic LR(k) parser for G, where C is 
some characteristic algorithm. Then there is all x ~ L(G), for some p c P* such that 
(x, ToC, A) #- (A, 7"0% p) ~ accept  
pT where S ~ a x. 
Proof. We show by induction on n that if for X l ,..., X~ E V*, p' ~ P* 
(x, 7'(V~(A)), A) ~ (.,:', 7'(V~(A))J,X~T(V~(XO) XJ ' (V~(X~X~)) '"X~T(V~(Xl""  X3),  P') 
in our canonical parser then 
(x, T(VkC(A)), A) ~-- (x', T(V~C(A)) XxT(VkC(Xl)) X2. . .  XtT(I~%c(XI ... X~)), p') 
in our characteristic parser with tables ,~c .  
Basis. n :-- O. We know that 
(x, T(V,C(A)), A) ~- (x, T(V~C(A)), A). 
Induction Step. We show that if the theorem is true for n -  m, it is true for 
n :-- m + 1. Assume 
(x, T(V~(A)), A) ~- (x', T(Vk(A))X1T(Vk(X1))X~T(V~(X1X2) ) ... XzT(V~(XI ... Xz)), p'). 
Then in our characteristic parser we have 
(x, "r(r~(A)), A) ~ (x', T (V~(A) )  X~T(V~(XO)  X~T(V,,~(X~X~)) 
9 .. x j ' (vk~(x~ ... x3) ,  e'). 
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We now have two cases, depending upon whether our next move is a shift or reduce 
move. Let ~ .... " r (v~(x l . . .&)  ) and T C -: T(V~C(& --- &)). 
Case 1. fr(~)x ') : shift. Since tile canonical parser does not declare an error, the 
input stream must be not empty. Let x' = ax" where a ~ X and x" c- Z'*. Then we have 
rni-I t~ 
(X, T(Vk(A) ) ,  A)  ~ (x , T (Vk(A) )  X 1T(Vk(XI) X 2 T(Vk(X1X2) ) 
9 .. X ,T (V~(X~ ..-&)) ~T~(V~(X~ -.-X,~)),/). 
By the corollary to Lemma 5.1, fro(w) = shift. By Lemma 2.4, this is the only value 
that fzc(w) may assume. Using the definition of gr we have 
(x, T(V~ffA)), A) '~' (x", T (VS(A) )  X~'J'(V~(Xl)) 2;2 T(V~c(x2x~_)) 
9 .- x ,7" (v~(&. - ,  x,)) ~T(VS(A5. . .  X,a)), p') 
Case 2. fr(r ') reduce p. Let p be the production A - ~ X i,.1 "'" X~ where i ~ 0. 
Then 
(x, T(V~(A)), A) ~ '  (x', T(V~(A)) X~T(V~(:~)) X(l'(V~(X~X~)) 
9 -. X,7"(V~(Xs -,. X;)) AT(Vk(X~' . .  X~A)), p'p). 
Now, since reduce p Cfr(a')x ') we must have reduce p ~frc((k)x ') by the corollary to 
Lemma 5.1. :Now we know that 
(A -~ &, ,  ... x , . ,  ,~,x') ~ vk(x l . . ,  xD. 
Therefore, by our previous corollary, 
(A -+ &_,~ ..- x , . ,  ">x') e v~(&. . ,  x3 .  
Therefore, if in fact our next move is well defined, we have 
m; l 
(x, T(~C(A)),  A) ~- (x', 7'(I/~C(A) XxT(Vkc(X~)) X.J(Vkc(xax2)) 
9 . X J ' (Vkc(x~ .-" X~))AT(Vkc(X~ ".Xr p'p) 
for our characteristic parser. Therefore we need only show that this move is well defined. 
Assume for the sake of contradiction that it is not. Then for some o' c P such that 
a' (./i' --~ Xi  ,1 "'" Xt), where i ~ 0, A' c N we have 
(A ' -  ~ X,:~ 1 "'" Xz  ", ~k~x') c V~f (X l  .. .  X D. 
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Since our canonical parser does not halt after m steps we know that for some C, C' ~ N, 
~, o~', 3, 3' ~_ V*, u, u' c XA k we have 
(c  ~ ~-  A~, u) ~ v~%x-,  ... x , ) ,  
(c  t--+ o~ t . A tS  ', u ')  ~ VlcC(Xl ..- x i ) .  
But this violates the characteristic consistency of our characteristic tables. Therefore, 
the move of our characteristic parser was well defined. 
Now, since (x, To, A) w -+ (A, To, p) ~-- accept  where S __>~r x it follows immediately 
that (x, To c, A) ~---+ (A, To c, p) ~ accept .  | 
We now must prove that characteristic parsers halt and declare errors with error 
inputs. In order to insure that our parsers always halt, we will have to rule out adding 
A-rules to sets of items in 1 (d) and 2(d). We later show that without this restriction, 
a characteristic parser can get into an infinite loop. 
Our technique to show that characteristic parsers declare errors on input strings 
not in the language will use the same techniques used in the canonical case, namely, 
we will show how we can neither accept, nor get caught in an infinite loop on an erroneous 
input. Our first lemma gives us some information about our parser at each step of the 
parse. Note that it is much weaker than the induction hypothesis in Theorem 4.1. It 
will, however, prove sufficient. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G -- (V, X, P, S) be an LR(k) g~'ammar, k ~ 0, and let ~ c be a 
characterist& LR(k) parser for G. Suppose that there exist x, x' c )-2*, y' ~ 7o(V.~C)*, 
p' ~ P* such that 
(~, 7"o, A) r (x', V, P') 
where y' ~= ToX1T1X,,T ~ "" XzTt for some l >~ O, Ti ~ ~--k c, Xi  c V for 1 <~ i <~ I. Then 
(i) T(Vkc(X1 -.. X,:)) : T~for each i, 1 <~ i ~ l, 
(ii) A~ .-- XS  :->~ x. 
Proof. I f  the last move of the parser specified in the hypothesis is a shift move then 
clearly (i) holds. 
Suppose we have a reduce move. Then 
fr~((~)x ') =. {reduce Pi I 1 ~< i <~ n'} 
where Pi is the production Ai--+ fl where fl c V* and Ai E N for 1 ~< i ~< n'. Now let 
j - -  l lg(/~). Since the last move of the parser was defined, there must have existed 
a unique A c {Ar i 1 ~< i <~ n'} such that g@A) :/- er ror .  Let p == (A ~ fl). Now since 
reduce  p ~fr~(u")x'), we must have 
(_4 -~ ~ -, ,,)~') ~ vk%x~ --. x3 .  
Therefore, by I.emma 2.1 
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V cr  "" X3,  (A -~ .fl, (a:~x') r ~ t 
and X~-~I ".. X~ --== 13. Therefore X 1 "." X~ Ax'  ~- X1 "'" Xj  ~ 1 "'" X tx ' ,  that is 
R 
X1 . . . .  X~'x  ~ ~ X1 '" X~x'. | 
R 
COROI.LARY. Let G --- (U, Z, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar, k >~ O, and let Tk c be a 
characteristic parser for G. Suppose there exist x, x', x" e ~*, 7', 7 " ~- To(VTT~C) *, P', 
p" F_ P~. such that 
where 
(x, T O , A ) ' *  (x', ~,', p') ~- (x", ~,", p") 
7' - -  ToXFGx2T2 ... X ,T ,  
y" - LX( ( ' r~ ' )  X ( (T ( )  " Xm' (T2)  
for some l, m ~ O, "1~- c T~ c, X a e V for 1 ~ i ~ l, "1~' e ~1~ c, X 1' c V for 1 ~ i ~ m. Then 
X~ . . . .  X~.'x" ~ X l  "'" X~x' *~ ~. 
R R 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the lernma, using an induction argument. | 
The fi)llowing lemma will help us to show that characteristic parsers under certain 
conditions get into infinite loops. 
I.E~vIIv~h 5.4. Let G (V, Z, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar, k >~ O, and let J-k c be a 
characteristic parser for G. Then we cannot have 
(x, ~, p) ~ (x, ~,, p') 
where x ~ Z*, ~, e To(VJ-kc) *, p, p' e P*. 
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that we have 
(x, V, P) ~- (x, V, P') 
where x~Z* ,  ~,c To(~Y-~.c) *, p ,p 'eP* .  Let y = ToX1TIX.,.T 2 "" X ,T ,  where A;:c V, 
T~: c J'k c fl~r 0 ~ i :~C n. By the corollary to I.emma 5.3, we have 
X1 "'" X .  ~ A~ "'" X .  
in G. Clearly XI --- X,, ~ Z TM. Let X i , where l ~ i ~ n, be the rightmost nonterminal 
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in X I "-"  z l f f~ . We then have X 1 -" X i ->+ X 1 - - -Xi  where X i c N. Therefore there 
exist r >~ 1, a~ e V* for l ~ l ~ r such that 
X 1 "" X i : o%1~- oL 1 => ... ~> o% 
Now choose m, 0 ~ m ~ r, such that 
X 1  9  X i . 
and 
Ig(a,,~) < lg(at) for 0 ~< l ~< m- -  1, 
ig(~,,,) ~< Ig(~,) for m + 1 ~ l ~ r. 
We now consider two cases. 
Case 1. m - -  i. Then, since we have a rightmost derivation, we have 
X, ~2 X i .  
R 
Case 2. m 2/-i. Then, since we are dealing with rightmost derivations, we have 
for some B E N, j >/0  
~x,,, = X 1 ... X~B and B t_~ X j~ I  "'" X i .  
R 
Also we see that Xj,1 " X ,  ->/; B. Therefore ;~ ~>.' n. 
In either case, for some A E N we have for some p ~ P ~, A : >] A. 
Since G is LR(k ) ,  G is reduced. Therefore, for some o~ c V* ,  x, x' ~ Z* ,  p', p" ~ P*  
we have 
o" p~ 
S ~> o~Ax ~ x 'x  and S ~ cx_//x =o> ~Ax - ~ x 'x.  
R R R l{ R 
Thus G is ambiguous. This, however, contradicts Theorem 2.2.1 of [7] which says that 
LR(k )  grammars are unambiguous. |
Before we present our proof that our parser halts in the er ror  state on inputs not 
in the language, we must prove two lemmas which will help us deal with the case of 
grammars with A-rules. 
We first show that if we are not allowed to add A-rules to a set of items in l(d) or 2(d), 
that the existence of a A-rule within I guarantees the existence of some other item within 
I that was added to I in stage 2(a), from which this item was generated by repeated 
applications of 2(b). This fact leads to the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let  G ~ (V ,  22, P,  S )  be a reduced context-free grammar,  k ~ O. ] . [ for  
some B c N ,  y ~ V +, u c FOLLOWk(B), and some C, where C does not allow us to add 
A-rules in l(d) or 2(d) of  A lgor i thm 2.1, we have 
(n ~ ., u) c v ,c ( r )  
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then there exist A, A '  ~ N, o~ ~ V-' , fi ~ V*, v E Z',a k such that 
(~-  ~ ~.  A% ~) ~ V,l(~) 
with u ~- FIRST~:(A'flv). 
Pro@ Since y ~= A, we know that the item (B - ~ -, u) could only have been added 
to VkC(y) in stage 2(b) of Algorithm 2.1. Our proof follows the proof of Lemma 3.5. | 
The next definition will be useful in showing that characteristic parsers for grammars 
with A-rides halt. The definition is motivated in the following manner: Suppose for 
some 7 c- V* that some item is added to V~C(7) in step 2(a) of Algorithm 2.1. Then as 
a result of adding this item in 2(a), additional items are added to this set of items in 
2(b) and 2(d). Furthermore, as a result of these items being added to Vff(y), additional 
items may be added to VkC(~,y ') for certain y' ~ V ~. 
DEH~ITmN 5.1. Suppose that there exist A'~ N, ~1', fe 'C V +, u '~ 22 9 such that 
(A' -~ f i t ' '  fie', u') is an LR(k) item. For A e N, fix, fie, ~ ~ V*, u c Z'Ak , (A -~ il l" fie, u) 
is a relatively valid LR(k) item for ~ c= V* with respect to (A' - ~ fit' " fl',', u') if there 
exist c~ c V ~, with ~ - aria , w, w' c- 22* such that 
and u 6 F IRSTe(z~') .  
VVe now show how relatively valid LR(k) items propagate. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let G :(  V ,X ,P ,S )  be an 
collection of sets of C-valid LR(k) items for 
fi~', fi2', 7' ~: V ~, u' c: Xa k such that (A' - ~ flj' 
LR(k) grammar, k >/0, and let oq-kc be the 
G for some C. Suppose there exist A '~ N, 
9 f ( ,  u') e v~%') .  Then 
VkC(y'~,) _-3 {i I i is a relatively valid LR(k) item for 7, ~ V* with respect to (A' -~ f i t"  fie', u')}. 
lu The proof follows the proof of Theorem 3.3. | 
\Ve are now ready to present our theorem that a characteristic parser halts in an error 
state when given an incorrect input. The proof will be fairly straightforward when we 
do not allow A-rules in our grammar. However, when we allow A-rules, we shall show 
with some difficulty, with a restriction placed on when items with A-rules can be added to 
a set of items, that the parser does not get into an infinite loop of reducing right-hand 
sides that produce A. The proof is more difficult. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G --- (V, 22, P, S) be an LR(k) grammar, k >/O. Associate charac- 
teristic consistent sets of tables for G with the characteristic LR(k) parser for G such that 
no items with A-rules are added in l(d) or 2(d) of Algorithm 2.1. Suppose that for some 
x c- X* we have x 6L(G). Then 
(x, To, A) ~- error. 





We will have three possibilities for a given input, namely 
(x, T o , A )  !--~ accept ;  
the parser goes into an infinite loop; 
(x,  T o , A )  ~--' e r ro r .  
Assume for the sake of contradiction that (i) (x, T0, A) ~--+ accept .  It  follows imme- 
diately from the corollary to Lemma 5.3 that S :>+ x. Therefore x ~L(G). But this 
contradicts our hypothesis that x ~ L(G). 
We now need only show that (ii) is impossible to prove our theorem. Assume that 
the parser goes into an infinite loop. Then there exists some x '~ X* such that for 
Yi E To(VJ-~c) *, pi ~ P*, we have 
(~, Jo ,  A) ~-*- (x', yo, po) ~-  (~', v , ,  P,) ~"  ~-  (x', y~, p,) ~-  . . . .  
We can assume without loss of generality that (x, To, A) v --+ (x', Y0, P0)- 
Claim 1. There must exist some i ~ 0 such that lg(yi) ~ Ig(y0) and for all j > i, 
Ig(y,) > lg(y,). 
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that our claim is not true. Then there 
exists an infinite sequence Yi0 ' Yil ' " "  Tie ,-'" such that i o < i 1 < i 2 < .-. < is < "" and 
lg(yi,) ~< lg(yo) for 0 ~< I. We can find a sequence of this type as follows: We let g = 0. 
Assume we have chosen g ,..., it 9 We choose it+ ~ as follows: We know that lg(7i,) ~< lg(y0), 
so choose some it= 1 as the smallest integer > i t  such that lg(yq+l) ~ lg(yq). Yil+l exists 
by our assumption. 
We now know that there exist Yi~ , Yt,~ such  that 0 ~< l, m such that Yi~ = Y~.,- But 
this is impossible by Lemma 5.4. This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
We now consider the sequence 
( xt' ~]N' PN) ~ (Xt, '~N }l ' J0N+I) ~'-- "'" 
where N is chosen to be any integer >0 for which Claim 1 holds. Since Ig(yn+t) > lg(y~r 
and we are not dealing with a read move, we must have a A-reduction. 
At this point, we have completed the proof for grammars in which A-rules are not 
allowed. The following is therefore only necessary in order to show that characteristic 
parsing cannot get into an infinite loop when parsing a grammar with A-rules. We now 
assume that 7~' = "I'oX1T1X2 "'" X~T~ for some l > O, T~ ~..q-c, X j  e V for 1 ~ j  ~ l. 
Assume that 
(~, To, A) ~- (x', r~, PN) 
in M ~ I steps and T l = T(I) for some I ~ o~k c. Since our parser makes a A-reduction 
at this point, wc must have for some B ~ N, u ~ (X')x' that 
(B --~ ", u) ~ I. 
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~c- V*, f ie V*, We now use Lemma 5.5 to give us that for some A, A 'eN,  
v c- F() IA,( )WI/A) ,  u e FIRSTk(A'flv ) that 
(A -~  ~ " A'/3, v) e I .  
We now follow the strategy of showing that this item and the items generated by it 
govern the action of the parser from this point on. In this way, we will show that after 
reading across this item we will be forced to reduce by A ~ c~A'fl, and thus get a contra- 
diction by showing that the size of the stack must go below lg(~i). 
Our proof now parallels the proof of Theorem 4.l very closely. Further details are 
omitted. | 
When we allow A-rules to be added in l(d) and 2(d), characteristic parsers need not 
halt. Consider the following grammar and associated parser. 
0 S -,- aAb 
1 S-+ bBa 
2 S--,- cCb 
3 S--~ dDa 
4 A -,. B 
5 B -+A 
6 C--,-D 
7 D-+A.  
circled (items added in 2(d) are bracketed). 
(S--+ .aAb, A) 
(S -~ "bBa, A) 
( S ~ "cCb, A) 
( S -,. "dDa, A) 
I a (S~a"  Ab, A) 
(A ~ "B, b) 
(B--+ ", b) 
(B--,. ., a)] 
12 (S --,- b. Ba, A) 
(B ~. ,  a) 
I s (S --,- c.  Cb, A) 
(C--,,- .D, b) 
(D ~. ,  b) 
The sets of C-valid LR(1) items are 
lo 
57I/t4/3-4 
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I 4 (S~ d" Da, A) 
(D ~. ,  a) 
15 (S- ,. aA" b, A) 
& (A -,- B., b) 
(C--,. .D, b) [ 
(D ~ ., a) I 
I 7 (S  - *  bB- a, A) 
& (s ~ co-  b, A) 
~. (c -  ~ O. ,  b) 
(A -,- -n, b) 
(B - *  -, a) 
11o (S ~ dD " a, A) 
111 (S --~ aAb ", A) 
1,2 (S -,- bBa ", A) 
I13 ( fi~ ~ cCb ", A )  
114 (S -  ~- dDa ", A) 















a b c d A a b c d A B C D S 
shift shift shift shift 7"1 To 7"3 7"4 
reduce 5 reduce 5 7"5 T6 
reduce 5 T~ 
reduce 7 T8 7"9 
reduce 7 Tlo 
shift Tlx 
reduce 7 reduce 4 7'9 
shift TI~ 
shift T,3 
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We trace the moves of our parscr (remember k -- l) for input string aa 
Input tape Pushdown store Output ape 
t'l(2 Z 0 - - -  
a ToaT l
a 7"oaT1BT6 5 
a ToaT1BTeDT~ 5 7 
a Toa7"IBT6DTgBTs 5 7 5 
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We see that the parser is caught in an infinite loop. 
This example illustrates a point which was made earlier. The underlying grammar 
is LR(I)  and the language is accepted by this parser. But the error detection has been 
delayed (infinitely) for nonsentenccs like aa. 
6. CHARACTERISTIC ]OARSING AND LR(k)  DEFINITIONS 
There is an important aspect of the manner in which our parsers work which can 
now be explicitly analyzed. This is the "accepting condition" which is given in Defini- 
tion 2.1, part 2(a). For the canonical LR(k)  parser, it will now be shown that this condition 
is necessary in order to parse all LR(k)  grammars. This will complete our argument 
about the appropriateness of our definition of LR(k)  grammars which was presented 
in [7]. 





the input stream must be empty; 
a reduction to S must be performed immediately befi)re the parser halts; 
after popping the stack for the final reduction, only T o may remain on the 
We now show that these three conditions are each necessary by demonstrating the 
result of omitting any one of these conditions. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Assume we omit condition 1. Consider the LR(O) grammar: 
1 S - , .Sa  
2 S - -+a 
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The sets of items for the grammar are: 
Io (s  ~ .sa, A) 
(S ~ .., A) 
I x (S , .S .a ,A)  
L (s-,s,~.,A) 
I a (S - ) .a - ,A ) .  





To sh i f t  T.~ Tt 
T1 sh i f t  To- 
To reduce  1 
T.~ reduce  2 
Assume input aa, with a halting condition which omits condition 1, we would have 
(aa, V o , A) ~-- (a, "l oaT: , , A) ~-  (a, To, 2) ~-- accept .  
Thus, the parser halts too early. It would also "accept" ab. 
EXhMPLE 6.2. Assume we omit condition 2. Consider thcLR(0) grammar: 
1 S - ) -A  
2 A- - , .a  
The sets of items are: 
The tables are: 
Io (s--..A,~) 
(A -)- .a, A) 
r, (S--,-A.,A) 






sh i f t  
reduce  1 
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With input awc  would have, with a halting condition that omits condition 2 
(a, 7'u, A ) i - -  (A, "l],a'I'2, A) ~ (A, To, 2) ~-- accept  
which gives an incorrect parse. 
EXAMPLr 6.3. Assume that condition 3 was omitted. Consider the LR( | )  grammar: 
1 S--~- aS 
2 S -+a 
The tables give us: 
1o shift Tt 
7'~ shift reduce 2 T~ 7~ 
T,_, reduce 1 
I o (S- ~'aS, A) 
(s ~ .a, A) 
x, (s--~a . S,A) 
(s-~ a., A) 
(s  ~ -aS, A) 
(s -~ "a, A) 
12 (S--+ aS.,  A). 
f g 
a A a S 
With input aa and omitting condition 3, we get 
(aa, 7"0, A) ~ (a, "l;a'l', , A) F-- (A, ToaTlaTl , A) v--- (A, ToaT~ , 2) ~ accept .  
Thus, we again have an incorrect parse. 
One objection to our definition of LR(k) grammars is on the grounds that, in fact, 
our definition of an LR(O) parser must know when the input stream is empty. Let us 
give an example to illustrate this point. Consider the grammar of Example 6.1 and its 
corresponding LR(O) parser. Notice that after performing each reduction it was necessary 
315 
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to check if, in fact, the stack was empty in order to decide whether to halt or to read 
another a. It is our contention that this is not in fact lookahead, but in fact entails only 
checking whether the input stream is empty after performing a reduce move and corre- 
sponds naturally to the halting condition of a DPDA. 
The approach taken in [2] to this "problem" was to add a production of the form 
S'  --+ S to each grammar where S'  is a new starting symbol. We find that this solution 
has the following drawbacks. 
(1) As we have shown in [7] this leads to a restricted class of LR(O) grammars 
and even languages. 
(2) This approach alters the original grammar. 
(3) Finally, this approach still sometimes necessitates checking if the input stream 
is empty. 
Consider the grammar S-+~ a. Assume the input is the string ab. The kind of parser 
suggested in [2] will read the a and then reduce it to an S. Unless the parser checks 
to see if the input stream is empty after halting, the parser will accept he string ab and 
give the parse "S -+ a." That parser need not check for emptiness until after it halts, 
however, after halting, this check is necessary. 
The definition of LR(k) that would entail the simplest halting condition would be 
the $LR(O) definition, elF. [7]. A parser corresponding to this definition would be imple- 
mented in the following way: The machine would attach an endmarker $ to any input 
fed into the machine. This would obviate the necessity for checking if the input stream 
wot,ld be empty. The parse would be completed if and only if we have just performed 
the final reduction of S'  --+ S$. In examining the results of [7], we note that the $LR(k) 
definition in fact preserves the large class of LR(O) languages generated by the LR(O) 
definition, although it slightly reduces the class of LR(O) grammars. We conclude from 
these arguments that theoretical results seem to justify the use of endmarkers in practical 
programming languages. PASCAI,  [18], for example, is an endmarked programming 
language. In spite of the simplicity of the halting condition corresponding to this defini- 
tion, we find the forced addition of an endmarker unnecessarily cumbersome. 
The halting conditions which we have proposed for the characteristic parser cover 
the most general case. However, in many cases the halting condition can be simplified. 
If we have an extended or S-extended grammar we can use the halting condition of the 
parser from [2] or the halting condition based on reading the endmarker that we have 
previously stated. Our halting condition can even be simplified in more general eases. 
The idea of adding the production S'  ~ S to a grammar [2] is to be able to assume that S',  
the starting symbol, is on the right-hand side of no production. In this way, a reduction 
to S'  means that either a string in the language has been accepted or that an error has 
occurred. If the input string is empty, then a string in the language is accepted, otherwise 
there is an error. If  in fact the original grammar does not have the starting symbol S 
on the right-hand side of any rule, reduction to S can be used as the halting condition. 
Similar remarks apply to the SLR ease. 
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